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Abstract. A functional dependency (fd) family was recently defined [20] as the set of all instances 
satisfying some set of functional dependencies. A Royce-Codd normal form, abbreviated RCNF. 
family is defined here as an fd-family specified by some RCNF set of functi!)nal dependem& . 
The purpose of this paper is to present set-theoretic/algebraic haracterizations relating to both 
types of families. 
Two characterizations of ,7(.d), the smallcsr fd-family containing the farnil\ .3 of instances. 
are established. The first involves the notion of agreement. a concept relatecl to that of a closed 
set of attributes. The seconC describes .gc,B )as the smallest family of instances containing .I/ and 
closed under four specific qjerations on instances. Companion results are also g.ven for HCNF- 
families. 
The remaining results concern characterizations involving the well-known operations of projec- 
tion. join and union. Two chtiracterizations for when the projection of an fd-family is again an 
fd-family arc given. Several c,.~r4laries are obtained, including the effective decidability of whether 
a projection of an fd-family is an fd-family. The problem for RCNF-families disappears since it 
ih \hcxvn that the projection of a RCNF-family is alway\ a HC’NF-familv. An:~iogo~~ to result\ 
for fd-familic\ presented in [20], characterizations of when the join and union of RCNF-families 
arc‘ RC’NF-families are given. Finally, the collections of all fd-families and all HClJF-familic4 
art’ characterized in terms of inverse projection operations and intersection. 
Introduction 
Since its introduction ten years ago [I 21, the relational model for data reprcsenta- 
tic111 has had a tremendous impact on the field of database<. It has spurred research 
ranging from the very applied to the very theoretical. The model itself essentiall> 
consists of instances (or .xlations) to represent data, relational operators to manipu- 
late these instances, and semantically motivated constraints to specify properties 
of these instances. Among the many types of constraints already in the literature, 
the best known (and most thoroughly studied) is that of the functional dependency 
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[ 131. It has been used as a foundation for decomposing relations [S, 10, 13 1. ;md 
W;I~ the first type of dependency for which inference rules were discovered [3,7, 171. 
In a plumber of investigations, the concept of families consisting of ail instances 
*;.1:sfying a given set of functional (or other) dependencies has arisen implicitly [I. 
5. Hi, 17, 2(7]. hi ore recently, it has hwn mentioned explicitly 1%. 9. 24, 251. but 
not as the central object of attention. The idea of studying this concept in its own 
right, rather than as a peripheral concept, was introduced in [XI]. The approach 
there provides a framework within which many important questions can be raised. 
The purpose of the present paper is to extend the investigation initiated in [ZO]. 
AS defined in [2()], a functional dependency (fd) family is a family of ~41 instances 
which satisfy a given set of functional dependencies. Such a family cart be viewed 
;K the set of all valid instances of a (single relation) database implement:?tion whose 
contents are expected to satisfy certain functional dependencies. Within this 
framework it is natural to examine the impact of the relational operators on 
fd-families, since the resulting families of instances correspond to the sets of al1 
~2id instances of user views of the original implemented database. Indeed, in [X3] 
;I met hod is described for determining which functional dependencies art‘ satisticd 
by instances in the image of fd-families under algebraic operators. And in [20] 
ch;lr;tctcrizations for when the projection, join and union of fd-families art‘ again 
fd-families arc‘ giwn. Also in [20] the notion of the smallest fd-family containing 
a +en family of instances is introduced. (This notion suggests questions about 
,~cner;ttc~rs and generating sets as custom:lrily found in algebra and formal language 
t hcory. i 
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used to characterize 3(9 1 atid @jc(9) as the smallest families (of instances) 
containing 9; and closed under certai I of these operations. 
Section 4 concerns the collection 1 If all fd- (BCNF-) families. In particular, it is 
shown that two natural inverse prcjxtion operators, in conjunction with intersec- 
tion, are sufficient to ‘build’ any fd- (BCNF-) family from the collection of fd-families 
defined over one attribute. 
Section 5 deals with projections of fd- (BCNF-) families.’ It is shown that the 
projection of a BCNF-family is always a BCNF-family. However, this is not true 
for arbitrary fd-families [20]. Two characterizations for when the projection of an 
fd-family is again an fd-family are presented. One of these is given in terms of the 
set of functional dependencies specifying the original fd-family, uhile the other 
involves instances of bounded size. Several corollaries are obtained, one being the 
decidability of whether the projection of an fd-family is an fd-family. 
The final section establishes analogues for BCNF-families of results obtained in 
[X] for arbitrary fd-families. Specificaily, characterizations are given for when the 
join and the union of BCNF-families are again BCNF-families. 
1. Preliminaries 
In this section we recall the concept of a functional dependency family in the 
sense of [Xl, and then introduce the notion of a Boyce-Codd ,lormal form family. 
In the process we present precise notation for the relational model and review 
some well-known results. (For a more complete dtscussion of these and related 
results, stx [4, 7, 17, 2H].) 
We begin by formally defining sevcrai of the fundamental concepts of the 
relational model. First, we introduce a collection of objects which provide the 
foundation for the model. Specifically, WC have the following. 
Definition. A ~rrk~~std crrtrihrrte spcificnrinn is a pair ( U,,, (DA 1 A in I/&, where 
ti) tf, is an infinite set of abstract objects (called attributes), and 
(ii) for each attribute A in CIA, L ‘? \ (called the dormin of A) is a set of at least 
two elements. 
Note that although the (univcrsal~ set I/., of attributes must be infinite, the 
d~x~1ains D.., may be finite or infinite. The condition that each domain have at least 
two clemcnts is included in order that logical implication and provability coincide 
( stx Proposition 1 2 below). This condition is certainly reasonable with respect to 
modelling data representation. 
Throughout the paper we shall a[;sume that ( Ux, (D,4 f A in k-j) is a fixed 
universal attribute specification. 
relational database literature, if 
X u Y, and if A is an attribute, 
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In accordance with the usual convention in the 
X and Y are sets of attributes, then XY denotes 
then A is frequently used to denote {A}. 
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For each fd-schema (U, l3, r is fini .e since U is finite. 
We are now ready for the first cc tk e two central concepts in this paper, namely 
that of an fd-family. 
Definition. For each fd-schema (I/, r), the fztnctiotmf dependency (fd) fmniiy deter- 
mined by (L’, f ), denoted SAT( Lr, r), is the family ckf all instances (U, I) satisfying 
f, i.e., SAT( U, f’) = {(U, I) 1 I satisfies I’). A fami’ly 9 of instances is called a 
furzctiorzal dqendencv (fd) familv if 9 = SAT( U, r) for some fd-schema t U, r). . _ 
If U is understood, SAT(U, r) is written as SAT(T). 
We now briefly describe a method for specifying fd-families first introduced 
in [20]. 
Definition. Let ,P he a family of instances with domain U. The fd-family generated 
by 9, denoted .Y(.Y)), is the smallest fd-family containing 9. 
As shown in [N], s(9) always exists because of three facts: 
(1) Given fd-families SAT(T) and SAT(J) with domain U, SAV’)n SAT(J) = 
SAT( r ~1 J ). 
(2) The collection of all fd-fami!ies over a given U is finite (sir ce there arc onI4 
a finite number of fd-schemas {U, r)). 
i-3) .+ is a subset of at least one fd-family, namely SAT( U, (3). 
in [ZO], describes ,-F(4) in ttti-ms of functional 
set of all functional dependencies over U, and 
In order to define the second of the two major concepts in the paper, that of a 
Boyce-C’odd normal form family, we must introduce the notion of logical implica- 
tion of functional depcndencics. We also take this opportunity to briefly review 
rccults co Iccrning inference rules for functional dependencies, although we assume 
the reader to have some familiarity with this topic in general [3, 7, 171. 
Definition. I .ct (U. 1‘) be WI f&schema, and Ict X and 1’ be sets of attributes such 
that Xl’ G U. Then I’ 1ogicnU~~ Imp!iL’.s ,Y --+ Y (relative to U 1 if for each instance 
1 CT, I!, I satistics /’ iknplics I sat stit3 X -+ 1’ 
It is well known 17, 171 that if i‘ Iogical:y implies y relative to U and U c U’, 
then 1’ logically implies y relative to U’. Also, it is clear that I” logicaliy implies 
X --+ Y iff r logically implies X --, A for each ~4 in Y. 
Inference rules provide a means for inferring when a set of functional dependen- 
cies logicaily implies a given functional dependency. The following set of rules 
appears in ;7] (here X, Y, Z and W range over finite sets of attributes): 
FDI” (Reflexiuit~ ): If Y c X, then X + Y. 
FD2 (Augmerttatim ): If Z E W and X + Y, then XW + YZ. 
FD3 ( Tfatzsitiuity ): If X -+ Y and Y + 2, then X -* 2. 
We assume that the reader is familiar with the notions of proof and provable, 
relative to U, from r using a given set of inference rules [7,28]. Here, we only 
consider provability using FDl, FD2 and FD3. 
As with logical implication, it is well known [7, 171 that if y is provable from r 
relative to CJ and U 5 U’, then y is provable from r relative to U’. Thus, when 
speaking of either logical implication or provability, if a set U of attributes is not 
specified then it is to be assumed that these notions are relative to a set U containing 
all the relevant attributes. 
It is well known [3, 171 that the inference rules listed above are sound, that is, 
if y is prova!lle from r, then I’ logically implies y. The rules are also known to be 
complete, that is, if r logically implies y, then y is provable from r [3, 171. In all 
the proofs of the latter result found in the literature, the attribute domains ar,: 
assumed to be infinite (or at least arbitrarily large). However, it is easily verified 
that the arguments used also apply when all attribute domains have at least two 
elements. 
To summarize, we have the following theorem. 
In the prcscnctz of one-clement domains, the inference rules are no longer 
complcttz. I’hc next proposition (of which the proof is onlittcd) clarifies this situation, 
and Completeness Theorem implies that logical implication is independent of the 
attribute domains. 
We ntJw define two notions of closure associated with logical implication. 
Definition. The clusrrre of an fd-schema (U, r) is the fd -schema t U, P”), where 
I’*’ ={X + Y 1 XY c I/, I‘ logically implies X -+ Y}. If I‘= I‘*:’ , then I‘ is said to 
bc chcd (with respect to U 1. If U is understood, then f * is used to denote r”:“. 
It is clear that this type of closure is idempotent and monotone, that is, for fixed 
3, (f *:)* = f * and r c J implies r* c J*. Also, SAT(T) = SAT(P). By the Sound- 
ncss and Completeness Theorem, r* = (X + 1’1 XY c U, X --f Y is provable from 
I‘}. Finally suppose I U, I’! and ( CL f I arc fd-schomas. It is easily cw-ified that I-* z -I :” 
iff SAT(f) zSAT(&. and that r* = J* iff SAT(T) = SAT(J). 
The second notion of closure applies to subsets of CJ. 
Definition. Let ( U, I7 be an fd-schema. If X c U, then the closr~c ( f’X urder 1: 
denoted by (X. I-)*, is the set (‘4 in U 1 X + A is in r*). If X = cX, F I*:, then X is 
said to hc &.~d (with respect to I‘). 
Clcrtrly. S G (X, 3* and (X, r)* = (X, P*)*. It is easily verified that this type of 
closure is idcmpotcnt and monotone, that is, LX, r)* is closed and X s Y impIies 
IX, I’)* cz ( Y. IT’. Also, (X, /‘I* is the ~r:,lJlcst CJoscd set containing X. Finally, let 
i LJ, 13 aml (LJ, _I I be fd-schemas. Then T* q -1”: iff cX, I’)* G (X, A )* for each X c_ U, 
and I‘* - A* iff PC, I‘)* = (X, A )* for each X c U. 
Because closed sets play a central role in our development, we introduce the 
following. 
htatian. Given I/ and a family .‘I of subsets of U. let (Cl) and K‘3_) denote the 
followin,~: conditiclns: 
! CL’ 1 1 CJ is in 7. 
tC’2) .i” is closed under interssctioq, i.e., X c7 Y is in .55 for each A’, i’ in .‘/-. 
It is wtAJ known [3] that 01’) satisfies ((‘I I and ((‘2) for each fd-schema (27, I’). 
C’krii\.crscJl 1.3 1. if ./ is ;i family of suhscts of Ci satisfying (Cl ) alld ((‘2 1. thcfl 
9 == f- (I‘) for some fd-schema (U, I’} (namely, r = { Y -+ 2 1 for each X in ,Y, Y c X 
I nplies 2 c X}L 
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We conclude our discussion of logical implication with a simple characterization 
ot when X is closed (a proof is omitted). 
Proposition 1.3. Let (U, f) be cm fd-schema md X c U. Then X = (X, r)* ifl for 
each dependency Y + 2 irz r, Y C X itnpl.+s Z C X. 
We now present the second central concept of the paper, namely, that of a 
Royce-Codd normal form family. 
Definith. A Boyce-Codd tiorvnnl form schetnn (abbreviated BCNF-schema) is an 
fd-schema (U, F’) such that, for each X s 27, either’ (X, r)* =X or (X, r)* = U. 
A Hoye-Codd normal form frrtnily (abbreviated BCNF-family) is a family 9 of 
instances such that ,P = SAT( U, f) for some BCNF-schema (U, IT. 
Obviously a RCNF-family is an fd-family. 
As mentioned in the Introduction, the purpose of this paper is to present 
chaz acterizations pertaining to fd-families, and their analogues for BCNF-families. 
These characterizations include an alternative method for specifying fd-families, 
descriptions of fd-families in terms of closure properties of families of instances, 
and the effects of various operations on fd-families. 
We conclude the section with some observations about BCNF. It is clear that if 
( Cl, 1’) and 1 I/, A I are fd-schemas such that (U, I’) is in RCNF and I‘* = A*, then 
f I/, A I is in RUVF. Furthermore, RCNF-schcmas can be charactcrizcd in terms of 
the following special type of functiowll dependency. 
Definition. A kq- tlrp~v~d~r~-_v owr I.i is a functional dqwnciency oc’t‘r U of the 
form ,Y -+ lJ. 
The ~h;~r-;tc,~r~/lation, pr ved in [ 1 X], is the following. 
PnIposition 1.4. ‘+1/r ;l-s(*l~~r-l~~ ( I.J. I ‘\ is irk C3CNF if ot~d otzl!* if’ I-* -L _I* /iv .s~~ttzc 
WC i o,/ krl\* c(c’C,r’llli~~lir,ic~.~ ll’cr I!. /II prlrtic*i~lilr, color\’ sot c,f’ kc>\* r~~‘l,~‘tlij~‘~lc’il..~ olyr 
1 ! i5 irt I$( 3F. -. 
~~mllery. If’ SA’f’i I !, / ’ 1 i.v (I R( ‘,WF-firmi/!,, tlrt’jl I II, /‘I i.s (1 t~C’!‘F-st.ltc~tttcr. 
b’c IWW turn tcj anotkr observation ahout RCr\lF-families. In particular, wc 
dt*\crikw fww to qxcifv HCNF-families using a family of instanocs (as w~c‘ done 
fix i’(l-f;tmilicb1. ‘1‘0 lwgifl, wt’ first show that 13C’VF-families are closed under 
.Iciinltit>ll L)t .I 13~ SF-\chcknu g~cn 
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Proposition 1 S. Let (U, f) and (U, A ) be BCNF-schemas. Then (U, r LJ A) is a 
BCNF-schema, so that SAT(T) n SAT(A ) = SAT(r u A) is a BCNF-family. 
Proof. By Proposition 1.4 there are sets rl and A 1 of key dependencies such that 
rT =r* and -1: =.I*. As is easily seen, (ruA)*=(~luAl)*. Hence (U,ru& 
is a BCNF-schema by Proposition 1.4. [II 
Now let 9 be a family of instances with domain b’. Then 9 z SAT(U, (3). Note 
that (U, 8) is a BCNF-schema. (In particular, (X, O)* =X for each X c U.) Combin- 
ing this with Proposition 1.5 and the fact that there are only a finite number of 
BCNF-families having domain U, it follows that there is a smallest BCNF-family 
containing 9. 
Notation. Let 5”“(9 ) be the smallest BCNF-family containing 9. 
Analogous to Theorem 1.1, we have the following theorem (of which the proof 
is omitted 1. 
Theorem 1.6. Let 9 be a family of irlstances with domain U. Th @“(.P J = SAT{ I’), 
WIWW r is the set of all key deperldencies satisfied by each instance it1 .Y. 
If .u’ is empty, then ;P. (J) = F(Y) = SATI{& U}). 
2. Agreements 
In this section we use sets of attributes to characterize in a simple manner the 
fd- i RCNF-) family determined by a family of instances. The results are based on 
the notion of agrecmen ts,’ a set-theoretic analogue of the closed sets discussed in 
Section 1 . 
Definition. Let I.1 be a finite set of attributes. For each II and 1’ in Tup( U), let 
Ag(~r. I* 1, called the agrwm~wt of II am/ I’, be the set {A in U 1 rrtA ) = HA )}. For 
cwh ir~st~mct‘ ( CL I). Ic’t cZg(I ), ~allcd the ~~pwm~vzt of’& bc the family {Agfrr, L* )/ II, I* 
in I/ of c;ets. For each family 9 of instances with domain U, let AgU), called the 
cqgnwrztwt of,+, be the family (Jr ,,,.+ Ag(l) of sets. 
For each 14 in Tup( U ), Agirl. II ) = U. Hence U is in Ag(l) for each nonemgiy 
instance (U, I). If 4 is empty or .Y = {(U, I& then Ag(9 ) is the: empty family of 
subsets of u. 
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Before relating agreements to fd- (BCNF-) families, we present a lemma indicat- 
ing the strong bond between agreements and closed sets. 
Lemma 2.1. Let i U, r) he an fd-schema. Then an instatzce (U, I) is in SAT( r ) if 
and only if AgU) C_ ‘E’(J‘), i.e., SAT(,r) = {( U, I) 1 Ag(l) c ‘b’(r)). 
I’rcsof. Suppose AgrI I c ( (r’). If I is empty, then I is clearly in SAT{ /‘I. If I is 
nonempty, let X -+ Y be in r and let II and L? in I be such that u[X]= u[X]. Then 
x c, Ag(rt, L: 1, which is in KM’). By Proposition 1.3, Y c A&l, t’ 1. Therefore u[ Y] = 
v[ Y’], so 1 is in SATW). 
Now suppose I i; in SAT{ II), i.e., I satisfies LT. If I is empty, then Agtl) = 8 c %(!I 
suppose 1 is nonempty. Let D and 13 be in I and X = Ag(u, t‘ ). Suppose Y + 2 is 
in I’ and k’t; X. Since I satisfies /I Z C, X. By Proposition 1.3, X is closed as 
desired. - 3 
Proof. By I xmma 2. I, Ag(SAT(/‘)) CC ‘fN‘r. For the opposite inclusion, let X be 
in f 113. If X =z U, then X is obviously in Ag(SAT(I’b. Suppose X f U. Let II and 
I’ in ‘I’up( U i tw such that A&II, L’ ) = .Y. (Such a pair txists cince all artrihute domains 
haw at least two elements.) Let I IL= {rl, c). Then Ai\(Z 1 =- {X, I/} c_r ~(~). Thus I is 
in %41? /‘j by Ixmma 2. I. so A’ is irl Ag(SAT(/‘)). !3 
‘r-22 now turn to characterizing the fd-family dctcrmined by a family .Y of instances 
in terms of Agf.4 I. Conditions ((.‘I) and K‘2) from Section 1 imply that each farnil) 
’ 4’) of Jowd sets is cioscd under interstction. This motivates the following. 
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Clearly X c n9. (If 2% is empty, then 7 I I U = n9.) Suppose A is not in X. Since 
X = (X, r)*, X +A is not in r* - I’. Hence, some I in S does not satisfy X +A. 
Thus there exist 14 and t’ in I such that u[X] = v[X] and u(A) Z v(A). Then Ag(u, v) 
is in 3 and A is not in Ag(rt, v). Therefore A is not in (7% This implies that 
n% E X, whence X = n”Y. Cl 
Corollary. For ecu-h furnily 9 of instances, A@(9)) = TC(Ag(9)). 
Proof. Let 1’ tw as in Lemma 2.2. Hy Theorem 1.1, .Y%Y ) = SAT(!‘). Thus 
Ag($@)) = Ag(SAT(T)). By the corollary to Lemma 2.1, Ag(SAT(T);) = %W). By 
Lemma 2.2, %(r) = IC(Ag(9 )). Hence the result. 0 
We now have the characterization of 3~9). 
Theorem 2.3. Let 4 be a family of instnnccs with domah U. Then 
Proolf. L&et I’ be the set of all functional dependencies satisfied by each I in 3. 
By Theorem 1.1, 3@)=SAT(T). By Lemma 2.1, SAT(T)={(V, I)iAg(Z)c 
KU’)}. By Lemma 2.2, Y: (IT = IC(Ag(S;)). Combining, wz get the desired result. Cl 
In order to develop a RCNF analogue (see Theorem 2.6) for the above result, 
wt‘ now introduce a modified version of (C2). 
Notation. Given U and a family .Y of subsets of U, let lC2’} denote the following 
condition : 
K2’) Y--(U) is closed under subset, i.e., if X is in Y--(U) and 
1’ E .Y, then Y is in 9 - {U}. 
A n:~logous to the converse oV %(/‘) satisfying (Cl) and (C2), it can be shown 
whkti k 1i0f dcInc hcrc 1. that if ;! family .Y of subsets of C! satistics ((‘! 1 and fC’2’1, 
tb.m ,I,’ -I_ 6‘( I‘, for some RCNF-s:hcma ( U, 13. In prrticular. (U, r) has the desired 
p-:pxtics for 1’ = {X -+ U jX no1 in Y-{U}}. 
The above lemma motivates thz following analogue of KY(Y) for families Y of sets. 
Definition. The rush-fed .whw~ closure of a family 9 of subsets of U, denoted 
RSC( I/, Yj, or RSC(.Y) when C is understood, is the family (x , .Y c 1’ for some 
Y in 3 -- {U}}. 
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Note that RSCW) is the closure of F-(U) under subset. Also, IC(RSC(Y’)) = 
RSC(Y) u(U). Clearly IC(RSCW) satisfies (Cl) and (C2’). 
Suppose that 4; is 3 family 01 instances. By Theorem 1.6, 9?4) = SAT(f ), 
where r is the set of all key dependencies satisfied by each instance in 9. This 
motivates the l’ollowing analogue of Lemma 2.2. 
Proof. Since U is in both sides of the desired equality, it suffices to show that 
RSCI AgU 1) = %(I‘) - (U}. Suppose X is in RSC(Ag(9 )). Then X c Y for some t’ 
in Agr$) --{U]. ‘Thus there is some instance I in 9 and tuples 14 and c in I such 
that Y = Ag( If, c ). Then for each Z c X 2 Y, I does not satisfy 2 + U. Hence, for 
each Z +Z’ in /’ with Z z X, namely none, it is true that Z’ c X. By Proposition 
1.3, X is closed and thus in %\r‘) -{U}. 
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Corollary. Let 4 be a family of instances with domain U. Then SC.9) is a BCNF- 
family if and only if IC( A&9)) -(U) is closed under subset. 
Proof. Suppose 9t.g) is a BCNF-family. Then 9($) = @‘-(9). From the coroElaries 
of Lemmas 2.2 and 2.5, it follows that 
IC(AgV ,) = AgV(4 )) = Ag(@“(9 )) = RSC(Ag@)) u {U}. 
Thcrefortz. IC( Agt,Y’ I ) - {I/) is closed under subset. 
Now suppose IC(Ag(S)) -- (U} is closed under subset. Then IC(Ag@)) = 
RSC(Ag($)) u(v). From this, Theorems 2.6 2nd 2.3 easily imply that 5f”‘(4) = 
,F1 a,. Kl 
3. Operations generating St9 ) 
Earlier, we described the fd- (HCNF-) family 3~9) c#“(9 )) generated by a 
family 9 of instances in terms of the fd- (BCNF-) families containing 9. The 
questions arise: Can .%(,B) and ?“ (9) be described in terms of the instances of 
9 and operations on instances ? Expressed otherwise, can $(4) and sf”‘(4:) be 
described as the smallest family of instances containing ,9’ and closed under certain 
operations on instances‘? In this section we shail resolve these questions in the 
attirmative. Specifically, we show that s(9) is the smallest family of instances 
containing 9 and closed under the operations of ‘subinstance‘, ‘version’, ‘pairwise- 
restricted union’ and ‘partially-disconnected augmentation’.’ For sBC‘(9 ), partially- 
disconnected augmentation is replaced by *pseudo-partially-disconnected 
augmentation’. In a sense, these results provide a ‘constructive’ view of 9(41 
and PC (9 1. ‘) 
WC begin by presenting five ways of forming new instances fr<Jrn old. All will be 
used in the current section, and all but the last in Section ,S as well. 
‘l’hc first operation consists of taking a subset of an instance. 
Definition. Al instancc (CI, .l 1 is a .whirzstizrzr~~ d l I/‘. I) if J z I. 
The second operation consists of taking an *isomorpW copy of an instance. 
Definition. An instance (U, J I is a wrsim of ( lJ, I h if there exists a set /I = (II,., 1 A 
ilt U}, with each h L‘i R one-to-on(: function from D,\ onto D,,4, such that the following 
ccjndition holds: II i> An J if and only if there exists a 11’ in I such that II = h (~‘1, 
i.e., u(A) = h&r’(A)) for each A in U. 
” If two-element domains are pwscnt, then -partially-dis~~,nn~ct~~~ replacement’ must tw used i nstead 
of ‘partially-disconnt~t~d augmcntstion’. 
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The preceding two notions are already known. The next three are new. The first 
of them involves the union of instances. The second concerns the addition of a 
single tuple to an instance. And the third deals with the replacement in an instance 
rlf one tuple by another. 
,Definition. Let ,Y be a family of instances. An instance (U, Uy=, Ii 1 is’ a pairwise- 
restricted union (relative to 4;) (abbreviated pru) if (i) (U, Ii) is in 9 for each j, 
1 s j s rz, and (ii) for each two-element set {u, v} c IJY-_, If there is some j, 1 ~j s n, 
such that (II, C} c Ii. 
Thus a pru is a finite union of instances in which ever] pair (14, v} in the union 
lies in at least one of the summands. 
Definition. Let ,P hc a family of instances and (U, I) in Sr. An instance (U, J) is a 
pclrrinll!,-discollrlccted augrnmtatiorz of ( U, I) (relative to 9) (abbreviated pda) if 
there exist I{ in Tup( U ), c in I, and X in Al@ 1 such that 
(i) J = I U(M), 
(ii) X = Ag(u, t:). 2nd 
o iii) for each A in I/ -X, II (A ) is not in {W (A ) 1 w in I). 
Thus I LJ{U} is a pda of I if, for some tuple I’ in I, (a) II agrees with t‘ on some 
clcmcnt X of AgU), and (b) the value of II r>n each attribute not in X differs from 
all the values of i‘ on that attribute. 
The word ‘disconnected’ here refers to the values of 14 on the atriibutes not in 
Agcrt, t’ 1. These values do not yet occur in I 01 t these attributes, and so 14 is 
disconnected from I on these attributes. 
Usin;! the notation of the above definition, ii follows from conditions tiir and 
1 iii) that Age IV, II I = Ag( IV. L’) C-I Ag(r, II ) for each tuple H’ in I. 
WC shall sown show that fd-families are closed under the preceding four oper- 
ations. Furthermore, in case there is no attribute present whose domain has exactly 
two elements, the operations are sufficient to generate an fd-family. However,” it 
turns out that if there is at least one attribute whose domain has exactly two 
ckments, then the following is necdect instead of pdn. 
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T’hus (I -{P})u{u} is a pdr of I if -( cAg(u, v) for some X in Ag(9), and the 
a’: lue of II on each attribute not in X differs from all the values of I -(u} on that 
attribute. 
Using the notation of the above definition, it is easily verified that Ag(Mj, u I = 
Ag( ttr, ~1) n X for each 11-9 in I - {t’}. 
We now show that fd-families are closed under each of the above operations. 
Lemma 3.1. Each fd-family is closed under subinstance, version, pairwise-restricted 
union, partially-disconnected augmerltation, and partially-disconnected replacement. 
Proof. The verifications for subinsktnce and version are straightforward, and there- 
fore omitted. We thus consider only the remaining three. 
Let SAT( U, I? = SAT(T) be an arbitrary fd-family. Consider pru. Suppose I = 
UT= I I,, where 1, is in SAT(T) for each j; and for each two-element set (LI, P) G I 
there is some j, 1 c j s II, such that {II, o} c Ij. Then Ag(1) c lJi’= 1 Ag(1, ). By Lemma 
2.1, Ag(I,)c %(/‘) for each j. Thus Ag(l) c Ul’ l Ag(l,)c %(I? By Lemma 2.1 
again, I is in SAT(T). 
Consider pda. Let I be in SAT(T). Suppose II is in Tup(U) and for some t‘ in 
. I, (a) Ag(zl, L’) is in Ag(SAT(T)), and (b) for each A in U - Ag( I, v), l{(A) is not 
in (1r~4)ju.v in I). By Lemma 2.1, Ag(Z)s %(I’). Also, Ag(n, I!)= U is irt %‘(I? 
Now suppose that 12’ is in I and consider Ag(rt, M’ ). As observed l ifter the definition 
of pda, Ag(ll, )+.I \ = Agtrr, c ) n Ag(c, IV). Since both sets on the right-hand side are 
in $‘(r), and since E’(f) is closed under intersection, Ag(Ll, 11’) is in %([I Thus. 
so I u {II} is in SAT(T) by Lemma 2.1. 
Finally, consider pdr. The argument here is similar to that for pda. Let 4 be in 
S:i\T$), c in I, 14 in Tup( U), and X in Ag(SA’I’(T)) = %(rI such that X E Agk L!) 
and, for each A in u -X, M(A ! is not in {w(A) 1 M: in I - {tl}}. As with pda, 
Ag(l -{c’}) E +5(r) and Ag(ld, u) is in Y;(T). Now let cv be in I -{v}. As observed 
after the definition of pdr, Ag(rc, 1%‘) =Ag(\t*, v) nX, and hence is in WIY Thus 
Ag((I -{c}) u (14)) s VW’), and (I -{c}) U{U} is in SAT(T). El 
We are now ,eady to characterize, in terms of the operations defined above, the 
fu family 4 lrcratcd by a family of instances. Our result is stated in two parts. The 
firs1 hc rJs rel:ardless of the cardinalities of the attribute domains, whereas the 
st’co~~if is valid when no attribute domain is of cardinality exactly 2. The Slrrerence 
bcttwecn the two parts is that pdr is required in the first, while pda sI+Irces in the 
second. 
Theorem 3.2. Let 9 he u family of irtstances otter U. Suppose fur her that 9 has at 
ieast otte izortempty elernrut. Then 
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(a’ 9j9 ) is the smallest fnmi!y of instances containing 9 and closed under subin - 
statue, version, pairwise-restricted union, CM partially-disconnected replacement, and 
(b,~ if # (Dn) > 2 for each attribute A in U, then SW) is the smallest family of 
imtarrces conthing 9 nrtd closed under suhirrstance. tyersion, pairwise-restricted 
uniorv, and partiully-disconnected augmentation. 
ProoS. Let 9 be the smallest family of instances containing 9 and closed under 
the specified operations. (Obviously 9 exists.) By Lemma 3.1, Yi c $(,g 1. It remains 
to establish the converse. 
(ii) We begin by showing that IC(Ag(9)) C_ AgW. Since 9 c 2% AgV) c AgW). 
Since 9 has at least one nonempty element, U is in Ag( 3). Thus, to see that 
IC’(A~L#)) cr Ag(%), it suffices to show that Ag(W is closed under intersection. 
Suppose that X and Y are two proper subsets of U which are in Ag(W. Then 
there is an instance I in % and tuples U, c in 1 such that Ag(lr, t!) = X. Since % is 
closed under subinstance, II = {u, v} is in 9. Since # (&) L 2 for each A in U, 
there IS a tuple c’ in Tup(U) such that Y c A@‘, P) and t\‘(A) # II(A) for each A 
in U - Y. Let I2 - (11, t”}. Then I2 is a pdr of 11 relative to 3. Since %? is closed 
under pdr-, I2 is in % Hence Ag(u, c’) is in A&,&. By the comment after the 
&.+nition of pdr, X n Y = A@, c) n Y = Ag(u, 6). Thus X n Y is in Ag(%). so 
. 
Agi:ci, IS closed under intersection as desired. 
We JlCXt fmvc‘ that 
I is in :.I/ for every instance I irl .F(.Y 1 such that # (I) 5 2. (1, 
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U - Y, e’(A 1 is not in (u(A), o(A)). ‘BJ hypothesis # (DA) a 3 for each A in U - Y, 
so c’ exists.) Now 1, u {P’) is a pda 01 I, relative to 9. Therefore II u {u’) is in 5% 
As observed after the definition of pda, Ag(u, ~7 = Ag(u, U) nAg(v, u’) = X n Y. 
Thus X n Y is in Ag(%) as desired. III 
To see that pda cannot replace pdr in (a) of the above theorem, consider the 
following example. Let U = {A, B, C), DA and DR be the set of nonnegative integers, 
and DC. = {0, 1). Let 9 = {I,, I,), where (representing tuples as triples in the natural 
manner) I’, = {(O, 0, O), (0, 1, 1)) and I? = ((0, 0, 01, (1, 0, 1)). Then S(9) = 
SAT({AB + C, C -P AD)) and I.1 = ((0, O,(l), ( 1, 1, 1)) is in S(9). Although not 
proved here, 13 cannot be obtained from 9 by repeated applications of subinstance, 
version, pru and pda. 
We now turn to the BCNF analogue of Theorem 3.2. For this we need a slight 
modification of pda. (The modification consists in permitting the relevant agreement 
to be a subset of a set in Ag(9 )-(U) rather than the set itself.) As we shall see, 
this nes.v operation. in conjunction with subinstance, version and pru, suffices even 
when two-element attribute domains are present. 
Defimitiora. Let be a family instances and ( I) in An in stance (U, is a 
pserrrio-pnrtiaIl~-cii~~onnecte~~ mgmmtr’ztion of (U, I ) (relntiw w 9 1 (abbreviated 
pseudo-pda) if there exist 11 in Tupi U), c in I, X in Ag(4 1 -(lJ). and Y G X such 
that 
(i) .I = I u{lf}. 
(ii) 1’ = Ag(rr. v), and 
t iii) for each A in U - Y, II (A ) is not in {H* tA ) 1 II* in I). 
Thus I ti(zl} is a pseudo-pda of I if, for some tuple t in I, (3) II agrees with z: 
on some subset Y of some set in Ag(4) -{U}. and (b) the value of II on each 
attribute not in Y differs from all the values of I on that attribute. 
Using the notation in the above definition, it follows from conditions (ii) and (iii) 
that Ag( \\I, 14 j = Ag( W, I- I (7 1’ for each tuple ~7 in I. 
We next note the closure under pseudo-pda of BCNF-families. 
Proof. The argument here is essentially the same as that in Lemma 3.1 ior pda, 
and uses Lemma 2.4. The details are omitted. ‘3 
We are now ready for the BCNF version of Theorem 3.2. 
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Proof. The argument is similar to that in (a) of Theorem 3.2. The only essential 
difference consists in establishing that Ag(%) - {U) is closed under subset. To see 
this, suppose that X is in Ag(%) -{ U} and Y c X. Since 9 contains a nonempty 
instance, there is some J in 4; which contains some tuple O. Since %’ is closed under 
subinstance, (v) is in 59. Let 14 in Tup( U) be such that Ag(v, u) = Y. Then {v, u} is 
a pseudo-pda of {u} relative to 9. Since % ig closed under pseudo-pda, {u, v) is iv 
‘8. Thus Y = Agitr, t’) is in Ag( %), so RSC(Ag( 3)) c Ag(%) as desired. 0 
4. Inverse projection 
One of the most important relational operators is that of projectkn. This natural 
operator has been studied in a variety of contexts [ 1,8, 12,21,26]. It has been 
shown [ZO] that fd-families are root preserved under projection,’ and, in the next 
section, an involved characterization is presented for when a projection of an 
fd-family is an fd-family. The situation with inverse projection is nicer. In this 
section two types of inverse projection, IT,\’ and P,~’ (where X is a finite set of 
attributes) are defined. It is shown that fd-families are preserved under both types 
of operators, and RCNF-families under ps’ . Also, fd-families are characterized in 
a simple way using families of instances of the form Jlslp ,Vf/’ (%), where % is 
;UI fd-family over one attribute. RCNF-families are characterized using families of 
in-itanccs of the form &H l I (9) and (I,~’ (W), where 1-4 and 3’ are fd-familik aver 
WC attribute with certain properties. 
To kgin the formal dcvclopment, we recall the well-known concepts of projection 
of an instance and of a family of instanocs. 
Definition. Gi\cn an instance ( U, I j and X c II, the rc.strictc~d projeetid0 of I onto 
,y, dcnokd p1 (1 1, is II,, (1) if k (II, (I j) -= k (I ), ;uld is undcfincd othcrwisc’. Given 
;I family .9 of instances with domain U, the rr~.~r~ict~?tilirt,jc’ct~(~rl of 9 onto X, denoted 
0~ c.J t. is the family { LY, /I,& )) 1 I in $1. 
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When viewed as an operator on inst‘. *,ces, restricted projection is thus a partial 
function. 
The following natural inverses of our projection mappings allow us to ‘extend’ 
the domain of a family of instances. 
Definition. Let (X, I) be an instance and Y a finite set of attributes. The inverse 
(restricted) projection of (X, I) to Y, denoted n-,! (X, I) (p;! (X, I)), or r1;’ (I) 
(p y1 (I)) if X is understood, is the family of instances {(XY, J) 1 &-(J) = I> 
({(XV, J) Ipx(J) = I)). Given a family 9 of instances with domain X, the ~~ZLVXS~ 
(re.stricted) projection of 9 to Y, denoted /7 V’ (9) (p u’ (9)), is the family 
Ul,n.Jk. (1) (U ,111. Jj&I)). 
If Y c X and 9 is a family of instances over X, then 27.’ (9) = pi?’ (4;) = 9. 
The following easily verified result (of which the proof is omitted) shows that 
both types of inverse projection preserve fd-families. 
Lemma 4.1. Let SAT(X, r) be nrz fd-family and Y a finite set of attr ‘butes. TI-ren 
( 1) IZ ,-’ (SAT(X, r)) = SAT(XY, r), arld 
(2) p ,r’ (SAT(X, I-)) = SAT(XY, f u {X + Y)). 
WC now introduce the special class of fd-families which will serve as the initial 
set for our characterization. 
Definition. An fd-family whose domain has exactI:/ one attribute is called rrrrary. 
Using unary fd-families and inverse projections, we have the following charac- 
terization of arbitrary fd-families. 
Theorem 4.2. For each fim’te nonempty set U of attributes, the following statements 
aw equiuakw t 
( 11 3: is arr f&family with domain I/, 
(2 1 3 is the inttvwction of a finite rtorlernpty collection of families of instances 
with domain U, each of the form 17 ,&I I! II>’ ( 3’) where 53 is a unary fd-family, and 
‘l-3) 3 is the interwction of a finite nonempty collection of families of insdances 
witil domairl U, each of the form c$: a - - c&!~’ ic%), where n 3 0, %is a wary fd-family, 
arltl /br twch i, 1 5 i c- ti, rr”’ is either 17 ’ or p ‘. 
Proof. Consider (1) :+ (2). Thus let $ = SAT( U, r) be an fd-family. Let H be the 
collection of all fd-families SAT{ U, {X -9 A}), where A is in U and X +A is in 
r*. Since U is norkmpty and A +A is in r* for each A in U, If is nonempty. 
Clearly H is finite-and SAT( U, f) is the intersection of the fd-families in W. It 
thus suffices to show that each family SAT( U, {X -+ A!) in H is of the form specified 
in the last phrase l.>f (2). Two cases arise. Suppose X = 8. Let 3’ be the unary 
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fd-family SAT(A, (fl+A}). By Lemma 4.1, &~‘p&‘&~ (90 = SATW, {fl+A}). 
sq~p(~se .y #[I. Let B lx in X and %= SAT(R, CU. Then &i]p,j’IIs’ (%I = 
SAT( U, {X -+A}) by Lemma 4. B. In either case, SATW, (X + A}) is of the desired 
form. 
The implication (2) 3 (3) is immediate. 
Consider (3) 3 (1). By Lemma 4.1 the collection of all fd-families is closed under 
both inverse and restricted inverse projection. From this and the fact that the 
intersection of a finite number of fd-families is an fd-family, the result follows. 0 
We note the following c~~rollary. the proof of which is omitted. 
Corollary. The collection of ah’ fd-families ooer nonempty domairzs is tlze smallest 
set of families of irzstances ccmtaining the zmary fd-families and closed urlder incerse 
projcctimi. i~~Lvr.st~ re.stric*ted projwiio~z, (zmi irz tcrwthl. 
‘I’urning to the BC’NF analopue of Thcorcm 4.2, we first distinguish between two 
types of unary fd-families. 
Definition. A unary fd-family 5 over attrtbute A is restricted if .% = 
SA’I’tA, (64 -+ A}) and ttnrestricred if 9 = SAT(A, 13). 
For each attribute A there are exactly two unary fd-families over A, namely, 
the restricted one and the unrestricted one. 
Wc now present the RCNF analogue of Thcorc~m 4.1. The csscntial diff~renccs 
hctwecn the two theorems arc (a) the outermost II ’ is omitted in the second 
asscrtttrn, and t b I the third assertion is considcrahty wcakcned. 
Prrmf. Consider i 1 ) 3 (2 I. Thus let $7 hc a 13CNF family clvcr Il. By Proposition 
f 43 = SAT( U, I’) Tot- some set i‘ of key dependencies. Without loss of generality, 
we may assume U -+ U is in r’. Let N be the collection of all fd-families SAT( U, (X -+ 
C}). whet-c X -+ I! is in 1: Since U -+ U is in r, H is nonempty. Clearly H is finite, 
itnd the intc’rscction of Ff is SAT(L.! I‘). It thus suffices to show that each 
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SAT(U, (X + U}) in H is of the form specified in (2). Suppose X = Q), i.e., (?l-+ U is 
in 7Y Then, for each A in U, 
P!~‘(SAT(A.{C.)~A}))=SAT(U,{(~-,A,A~L~)) ]byLcmma4.1] 
= SATW, {kb U}). 
Suppose X ZQ). By Lemma 4.1, SAT(U, (X -j U}) = p;,‘l’&’ (SAT(A, fl)) for each 
A in X. In either case, SAT(U, (X + U}) is of the form specified in (2). 
The i:,lplication (2) $ (3 1 is immediate. 
Consider (3) 3 (1). For $9 = SATfA, (I)) and X1 . - l ;U,,Y, . l l %‘,,,A = U, 3 is 
readily seen that 
=SAT(U,{& --a )‘,,,A + U}) by Lemma 4.1, 
and hence is a BCNF-family. For % = SAT(A, (@+A}) and X1 l . 6 X,,A = U, it is 
readily seen that px,: - . - px! (3) = SAT( U, (8 + U}) by Lemma 4.1, again a BCNF- 
family. Since the collectior? of BCNF-families is closed under intersection by 
Proposition 1.5, the desired result follows. q 
We conclude the section with a few remarks. It follows from *,emma 4.1 that 
fd-families are preserved under both 77 -’ and p ~ I. By Theorem 4.3 and the fact 
that 1‘ ‘(5%~ ,iy’) =f ‘(‘9)nf I(%‘) for each (partial) function f and pair of sets 59 
;,nd x, BCNF-families are preserved under ,/ ‘. However, BCNF-families are not 
preserved ui,der 17 ‘. [For example. 1 .t A, B, and C be attributes. Then 
SAT(BC, {C --, B)) is ECNF, but 77,4! tc. iT@C, {C + B})) = SAT(ABC, (C + B}) is 
not.] This indicates that while the order of application of inverse projection and 
inverse restricted projection is immateral when considering preservation of fd- 
families, it is crucial when discuss i‘g T:‘ “WF-families. For this reason, the third 
assertion of Theorem 4.3 is weaker ‘,ian ,a : Theorem 4.2. 
S. Projection 
Intuitively, an fd-family is the set of a!1 possible states of a time-varying (single 
relation) database which satisfies certain integrity constraints (here, functional 
dcpcndcncies). It is thus natural to examine the behavior of fd-databases under 
the relational operators, since the resulting objects correspond to (the set of possible 1 
user views of the under lying database. (i;or a discussion of user views, see [ 11, 16, 
2X].) Several results in this area were obtained in [20,23]. It is clearly reasonable 
to consider the same issues with respect to BCNF-families. 
In Section 1 we noted that fd- (,BCNF-) families are closed under intersection. 
In [20] it was shown that fd-families are not preserved under projection, join or 
union; and necessary and sufficient conditions were given for when these operations 
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did preserve fd-families. In the remainder of the paper we consider these results, 
and present BCNF analogues. Specifically, we examine projection in this section, 
and join and union in the next. Our discussion of projection is of particular interest 
sin& it involves several tools developed in Sections 2 and 3. 
In order to focus attention on the major issues of projection, we shall primarily 
consider attributes which have infinite domains. 
Definition. A finite set U of attributes is domain infinife if DA is infinite for each 
A in U. An fd-family SAT! U, f) and an fd-schema (U, I’) are domain infinite if 
I/ is. 
IJnless otherwise stated, we shall assume in this section that nil fd-families und 
fd- ~chemas under consideration are domain infinite. 
We shall present a characterization, closely linked to the functional dependencies, 
of when the projection of an fd-family is an fd-family. (A different characteriz5tion 
of this problem was given in [20], employing so-called ‘implied dependencies’.) As 
a corollary, we obtain the decidability of whether the projection c+ an fd-family is 
ari fd-family. (The decidability cannot be obtained from the characterization in 
[ 201.) We also derive a characterization involving instances of bounded size. Finally. 
we prove the surprising result that domain infinite BCNF-families are al~ys closed 
under projection. 
We begin with an extension of the notion of projection. 
Definition. Let ( U, d7 f be an fd-schema and let 1,’ G U. The projtwion of I‘ onto 
t’, dcnotcd lI\ t/j, is the set {X + 1’ in I‘iXY CT V). 
‘l‘hc following result is csscntially found as [ 20, Lemma 2. I]. 
/ 
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may also assume thst f contains only key dependencies. We first show that 
& (SAT( I‘)) is an fd-family. By Proposition 5.1, I& (SAT(r)) E SAT( V, L$ (f *)) = 
SAT( V, rl). Consider the reverse inclusion. Suppose ( V, I) is in SAT(T,). Let. (c/, J) 
be an instance such that 17,(J) = -I, # (.I) = I,se (I 1, and 
u.‘(A)#cJ(A)foreachu #tl in1 andA in U-V. (2) 
Since ail attribute domains are infinite, J exists. It suffices to prove that .I is an 
cxtcnsion of I, i.e., J is in SA’I’(r’). I-et X -+ U be in I ‘. Suppose X g 1’. For each 
1randcinZ,n.‘[X]=c~[X]ifandonlyif~f=u(by(2)5,inwhichcaserr~[U]=cJ[I/]. 
Thus J satisfies X --+ U. Now suppose X c V. Since X + U is in f, X --* V is in f * 
and hence in rl, Since I satisfies I‘,, for II and L! in I, II ‘[Xl = tl”[X] if and only if 
11[ X] = c[X] if and only if II = L!, in which case II J = 0’. Hence J satisfies X + U. 
Therefore, J is in SAT(r), so &(.I) = I is in &(SAT(T)). Thus 77&AT(7‘)1= 
SATc V, Cl j is an fd-family as desired. 
To coilciudc the proof, we show that ( V, 1’1) is BCNF. Suppose X C_ V and 
r X, /‘J z X. Since XC (X, I‘, 1”: E (X, r)*, (X, r)* f X. Since (U, I7 is a BCNF- 
schem:), cX, I’)* = U and X + U is in /‘? Thus X -+ v is in I‘* and hence in r,. 
Therefore, (X, /‘, )* = V, and ( V, 1-, ) is a BCNF-schema. i? 
The assumption that ail attribute domains are infinite cannot be arbitrarily 
ciiminatcd. For cxampie, let U = {A, B, C’). where D,, and Dn are infinite and 
WD,., = 2, and I’ = {BC -+ A). Clearly ( U. I‘) is a BCNF-schema. Now JI..,,J r*) 
contains only trivial functional dependencies, so SAT(AR, 11,&? = SAT(AR, (91. 
Let I = {!tr,, h 1, (cl>, 131, ((I~, h)}, where (1 I, ~‘1:. (I> are distinct elements in D.,4 and 
/j is in II,,. It is rcadiiy seen that I is in SAT(,4H, O), but has r10 extension in 
%Z’I’N). Thus SATtAR. Il.\rl!ll”\) f il,.,,&Kl’~U, I’)), so II.,,,J~SAT\I.~, 7‘)) is not 
;III fd-datahasc by Proposition 5.1, 
WC now turn to a consideratkn of projections of arbitrary fd-families. III par- 
ticular, WC‘ shall prcscnt two charactcrizatiorls for WIXJI the projection of an fd-family 
is an fd-family. Our tirst step in that direction (Lemma 5.-t) is a characterization 
of when an instance ( \‘, I) is in II,qSAT( I/, f )). 
The example presented after Proposition 5.1 suggests that certain deductions 
can bc made about the values, OJI U - b’, of tupics of extensions. The vaiucs OJI 
I’ \ ‘, in turn, imply: certain restrictions about tupics in 7. WC shall introduce a 
&cs rjf rtllations OJI the tuplcs of I which forma!iy capture this dcpcndcnq 
information. Ttiesc rt+ttions (arid l,cmni;~ 5.3 I al-c c;imil;tr to OJICS prcsentcd in [ 201. 
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From (i) and (ii) it is dear that each -A,i is reflexive, i.e., u -A,, II for each u in 
1. By reflexitivity and (ii), each -A,i +I is a coarsening Of -A,i, i.e., 24 -A,i V implies 
I4 -A.I t I c* From (i), (ii), (iii) and the fact that Ag(u, C) = Ag(v, u), each “A,i is 
symmetric, i.e., if 14 -A-i v, then v - A,, 14. Since 1 and u are finite and each -Q,~ + 1 
is a coarsening of -A,i, there is an integer 1 such that “A,[ = -A.J+i for each A in 
U - V and i 3 0. By (ii), -n.l is transitive and thus an equivalence relation, for 
each A. 
Notation. With 1 as above, let “A = -A.[ for each A in u - V. 
The next lemma indicates how the “A relations can be used to deduce information 
about the values of tuples in extensions of an instance. 
Lemma 5.3. Let ( V, I) be atz hstartce and ( U, J) an uxterzsion of I. Thvr for each 
pair 14, L‘ irr I and cwch A irr u - V, II _A ~1 irriphks I/ (A ) = L.J’ (A ). 
Proof. Since -,l = -:l,l for each A in U - V, it suffices to show that for each i 2 0, 
each pair II, ~7 in I, and each A in U - V: 
14 -/I,, L‘ implies ldJ (A ) = d tA ). (3) 
Suppose i = 0. If 14 - A,o o, then 14 = c and u”(A) = c’(A). Con’inuing by induc- 
tion, suppose (3) is true for some i ~0 and II --A,, + 1 C. Assum- II -/\.i t 1 u holds 
by (ii), i.c.. there is some w in I with II -,_\,, w and w -n.r P. By induction: 
l/(A) = &A) and w’(A) = t’.‘(A), whence u*‘tA) = r.‘(A). Now assume II -A.i 4 I 2,’ 
holdc by tiii). Then (Ag(u, t‘) u{S 10 -H,i ~1)) -+A is in I? By induction, ~“i& = 
t*.‘(B ) for each R satisfying II -f3., L?. Hence (Agb, z.1) u{R 114 -fj,i ~7)) G Agb.‘, tl”). 
Since J satisfics I-, &A) = r.‘(A). Hence (3) is true for i+ 1, completing the 
induction. ZI 
Remark. The relations -A.r and -/\, and our LX of them, are closely related to 
the notion of ‘chasing’ as introduced in [2, 251 and applied in [22]. In particular, 
tising the notation of [22], one can define a ‘tableau‘ T over U, whose projection 
onto C’ corresponds to I in the above lemma, such that all entries i,l the U - V 
columns are distinct ‘undistinguished’ variables (and all entries in the V columns 
arc vicwcd as ‘distinguished’ variables). If the relation II -A ~7 holds, then the 
undistinguished variables in the ,-4 column of the iuples in 7’ corresponding to II 
:inci L’ will bc ‘ccluatcd ;lftcr somlz number of ‘applications of FD rules’ in the chase 
of 7: Following 1221. Ict T* he the end result of chasing T (and equating undistin- 
guished variables as required). Then Lemma 5.3 states that for each extension J 
of I, there is a natural homomo!*phism from T* onto J. !Also, using an argument 
similar to that of Lemma 5.3 bklow, it can be shown that I has an extension iff 
T*, viewed as an instance, sati-:Ges K) 
Returning to the formal discussion. Lemma 53 shows th;it the relations - , 
express dependency information which holds in all extensions of the instance I. 
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This result is now extended to obtain a characterization of when an instance is in 
~~,~(SAT(Ci, r)). 
Proof. Consider the necessity. Suppose (V, I) is in &+,.i.~T( U, r)). Then I has an 
extension ( U, J ). Let A be in V, II and u be in I, and (A@, C) LJ {B 1 II -23 c)) + A 
be in P. By Lemma 5.3, U’(B)= &Ed) for each B satisfying II -No. Thus 
I Age II, L’ 1 u {B / II -13 L?}) c Ag(u.‘, c”). Since J satisfies r, thus r”, u-’ (A ) = /(A ). 
Since A is in V, c~(A)=I~.‘(A)=~“(A)=~(A). 
NOW consider the sutficiency. The argument here is mot-e involved. Assume that 
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(2) It can be shown that the extension J constructed in the above proof, if it 
exists, is isomorphic to the tableau T* mentioned in the remark after Lemma 5.3. 
(3) Lemma 5.4 implies that it is decidable whether an instance (V, I) is in 
& (SATi U, r)). To see this, we need only demonstrate that 
each relation -A is effectively calculable. 
f (3 
However, (5) follows from the easily verified fact that for n = (ipt (i’))* # (U - V), 
-n ad -A.~~ coincide for each A in U - V. (Alternatively, a decision procedure 
based on tableaux can be developed. Specifically, as noted above, (V, I) is in 
&*(SAT( U, f )) iff the tableau T*, when viewed as arl instance, satisfies K) 
We are now ready to address the issue of whether &(SAT(f 1) is an fd-family, 
or equivalently, whether SAT(f 1)c I&,(SAT(T)). Suppose I is in SAT(T1). By 
Lemma 5.4, I is in &(SAT(T)) if and only if, for each M, u in I and A in V, 
(Ag(lc, c’) u {B 114 -B~})+A in r* implies u(A) = u(A). This suggests that 
SAT(f 1) E &.(SAT(T)) if each such equality u(A) = z.,(A) is implied directly by I-‘]. 
In other words, Ag( Id, t’ ) + A must be in r, whenever (Ag( II, I) u {B / u -R u}) + A 
is in f ‘. 
Guided hy the above suggestion, we now examine how the relationship II -H o 
can arise ‘independent’ of i, that is, without explicit reference to the instance 1. 
To this end, we i.ntroduce the following notion. 
Definition. Let A be in U -- V and X c V, with X in %( V, i 1) = WZJ). Then X 
is a pomzhd dc~tmxirzcznr of A if the following holds: If ( V, I) is in SA.T( V, rl) and 
11 kind L’ are tuples in I satisfying I@] = c[X] (i.e., X c Ag( II, ~1). then there exists a 
(~‘,I’)inSAT~C;I’,).I~I’,suchthatrr.’(A)=u,’(A)foreachext~nxion(U,J)ofI’. 
Suppose that X is in %(rl) and A is in U - V. Intuitively speaking, X is a 
potential determinant of A if, when presented with a pair 14, z; in an instance I of 
SAT(& ) such that lI[X] = c[X], the following occurs: A finite collection of tuples 
can be added to I so that the resulting instance I’ is in SATQ-‘]) and ‘links’ II and 
L’ in enough ways to imply that u and u agree on A in each extension of I’. 
We illustrate the notion of potential determinant with an example. Let U = 
{A, B, C, D), V = {A, B, C), r = {AB --* D, AC +D} and d =Q). Observe that 
II, M’*) = A*. We show that {A} is a potential determinant of D. To see this, note 
first that {A) is in %‘(A ). Now suppose that (V, I) is in SAT(A), u and u are in I, 
and (A} s Ag(lc, c ). Let 1%’ be the tuple in Tup( V) defined by w(A) = II (A) = c(A 1, 
rtqB)=rc(B) arid N(C)= c(C). Then I’ = I u { 1~) is in SAT@ ). Suppose that (U, 
J) in SAT(f) is an extension of I’. Then u.‘(D) = d(D) (because u[AB] = w[AB]), 
and d(D) = cJ(D) (because w[AC] = v[AC].) Thus uJ(D) = uJ(D), and {A} is a 
potential determinant of D. 
It is easily seen that if X + A is in 7*, with X in %(rl) and A in U - 5’, then 
X is a potential determinant of A. Although not done here, it can be shovn that 
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if &iSAT( U, T))-is not an fd-family, then (fl, rl)* is a potential determinant of 
each A in U - V. 
It is immediate from the definition that potential determinants are closed under 
superset (as long as the superset is in %(r,)). We now present a key lemma which 
egtablishes two additional properties of potential determinants. Part (a), which 
concerns the closure under intersection of potential determinants, is of particular 
interest. Its proof is based on the fact that fd-families x-e closed under pru and pda. 
1,emma 5.5. (a) If X cud Y CIW potentiai determirlants of A, th so is X n Y. 
th) Let Z E U - C’ and let X irt %(&) I’!c a poterrtial dettwninant of each element 
B iri Z. [f A is irl U - V trnd XZ -+ A is in r”, thcrl X is a pote?l tial determinant of 
A. 
Proof. C’onsider (a). Suppose X and Y are potential determinants of A. Then X 
and Y are in ‘Gil’,), so X n Y is also in ?Z(IJ ). By the corollary to Lemma 2.1, 
AgC5AT(/‘r~) = :fWI). Thus X and Y are in Ag(SAT(/‘& Hence X and Y can 
hc used whc-n forming a pda relative to SAT(rI 1. By Lemma 3.1, such a pda will 
bc in SATi I *, 1. 
TO see thrjt X CT Y is a potential determinant of A, let ( L: I) be in SAT(&) Jnd 
11 and 1% he tuplcs in I such that X n It’ E Ag(lc, c). We shall exhibit I’ in SAT( C’, I‘, 1, 
with i 1; I’, such that rr.‘(A ) = r. ~4 1 for each extension (U, J) of I’. 
If II 7 I*, then I’ - I satisfies the conclusion. Suppose II f L‘. WC first cxhihit three 
tuples !I i . 1‘ 1 T md w with the following propertiw 
I ,.;{rr ,, I’). n’ } is in S AlI L-l 1. 17) 
leyualod e s! x a3ua~ Y v) f~7 = ( v) p ‘( ,I&VS U! s! f pug *,I LI! s! V +- Z,Y 
33~1s -[ zx] p = [ 2x1 p uay,~ -lL(l JO uoymqxa ue s! ( f ‘n ) asoddns ( ‘2 LI! wwqa 
yaea JO ~ux?u!ru~a$ap leyualod e s! x f)+s ls!Xa Jl ayJJ ‘( ‘8) / = ( ‘8) /I “I 3” ( f ‘12 ! 
uo~sua~xa yxa -103 ‘pue ‘15 1 --!I ieqi q3ns (Q)Lvs U’ ‘.I xooy,7 ‘141 ‘5 _i ,. 1 ‘p ipe9 JOJ 
‘uogmpu_i du!sn ‘“‘8 ‘ * * * “8 pale!aaumua q 2 ~0 sluauqa alp la-1 *( .I ‘rr Mv 3 ‘\ 
leyl yens n pue z1 sluaurala ~J!M ‘(Q)Lvs u! xmelsu! ue aq (‘1 la’1 ‘k) f z 3SwiCitlS: 
*v 30 lueuymlap leyalod e s! x ‘JX~.JW palou SB ‘pue .+J u! s! vt- )L’ ~13~1 
*gj = 2 31 *.+J u! s! v+- zly pue A - n u! s! v aurnssv ‘2 u! H luauala yaw 30 
~ueu!ul~a~ap [egualod e aq ( ‘J)$ u! x ~a[ pue A - fl 5 2 131 “q) 1Jed ~ap!suo~) 
‘(e) JO 3oo.id ay$ salaldwos sy~, ‘,I 5 !I a”u!s ,I 30 ( f ‘fl) uo!sualxa yx;1 103 (v),!I) 
=(V)‘.i~l‘(P~I_;Z).lyJcaJOJ’tl=, 1 Yl!M ‘3JOLUl3~~JtI~ “13” (1’0 1 llO~SllC?~X~ 1(3Ct? 
JO3 (v),!” = (V, 1 ,!?I (11) pUI? “1s . * * 51~501 (!) ieyi q3ns (Q),Lv~ JO (t+5.k= 1 
JOJ) y saxw$rq asooya @/\!$snpu! ueD an ‘y 30 s~u~u~w~a~ap pyualod yloq 
me A pue x ams *p 5i .,s 1 ‘./ $N%3 JO3 ,-( JO X K3ql!3 S! (‘II ” !,1)8V ‘UWl33[3S ica 
.(c‘t1 ‘Zn *I n) r! I = 01 la1 pue ICIaAllmdsal w ‘ * . * * ‘(92 se 0 ‘1 d ‘A ‘111 ‘12 laqelai ‘uo!~~~ou 
aqj h3ydm!s O_L ‘,I JO (1 f?) uoym~xla ynea ~03 ( v) ,_.I = ( t/) p lk?yl i1ms ‘,I 5 1 
yl!M ‘( ‘J)~vs u! ,I %ylq!yxa /cq (12) lled 30 $uaLun%.m aI# alaldwo:, MO11 aM 
~p~oy (L) ‘axq-j ‘( IJ)LVS u! snyi put! (hi) n I JO upd F s! 
i ht ‘112) n 1 ~r?yl uaas s! I! %oqe (!) pue ‘A = (I 11 ‘4 $3~ ‘( lJ)~vs u! s! (1 .I) n I lwjl 
slaej aql 8ursn ‘r(IJelyfs *{ 1 II) n I 30 epd e s! (A ‘1 u} n I %uo3aiaq~1 l ( a)(( 1 ti} n 1) 
UI 1OlI S! (a, ,tt ‘(/i - X’“((A “X)-A)=A --A U! 8 y:V?3 JO) ‘XW3H ‘(U) /it] 
(a)((In)n 1) u! IOU s! (8)‘~ pue ‘(9) hq (@J = (8)‘~ uay.~ *A - x u! s! 8 asoddns 
3 8)({ r 71) f-7 1) u! IOU SnyJ pue (a)({ 10 ‘I II) n I! u! IOU s! 8 uayi ‘( ,J n x) - ,I u! S! 8 31 
*A - A u! SF g 1et.p asoddns MON l A = (it ‘1 n)i$i uo~~m~suo3 IQ l ( Q),Lv~ u! s! snyj 
pue {rn}n 1 30 epd e s! (” ‘b}n I IBY MOYS MOU 3M ‘( ‘J)LVS U! S! {‘” “l?}n 1 
‘aAoqE paiou sv *(Q)~ys u? lie aie samelsu! aaiy~ Jallel ayi leyl ~0~s 01 sazgns 
snyi i! ‘i(IJ)~vs 01 aAgeIaJ) (M %)“I pue {nr W)nl ‘(Wb}n I JO nld e s! 
{ ,+t ‘ln ‘In} (7 1 ams wd iapun pasoja s! ( IJ)LVS ‘j-c eufuq I@ l (L) iap!suo3 
*splay (9) sny& aoqe (~1) Icq A u x = (1~1 W)Zv 
aau!s s~+a i~ aldnl e yms *(g)((‘n ‘In} n 1) u! IOU s! (8)‘~ ‘( A n x) - A u! g yxa 
Jo3 ‘pue ‘X = (I 8 ‘+v ‘/i = (1~ ‘M)%v leq] OS (/i )dnL u! M jzmlas ‘.M 01 %!uinL 
‘A L x = (‘0 ‘In)%v (m) 
WY1 SMO[[O3 l! ‘(a ‘@?V 5 (A u X) leyl l=?J aql pue (u) ‘( !) uroq 
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Note that Ki(A) is in %(I’l) for each i 2 0 and A in U - V. (For i > 0, this is true 
since %(&) = {(X, f *) n V 1X c V} and %?(f 1) is closed under intersection.) Also, 
it is clear from the definition that Ki(A) c V for each i and A. 
We now show that Ki +l(A) E Ki(A) for each A in U - V and i 2 0. This is trivial 
for i = 0. For i ~0, note that A is in 2 = {B IKi(B)z KitA)}. Since Ki(A)A +A is 
in P, KitA) is in Yli+,(A), whence Ki+l(A) EK;(A) as desired. 
Since the KitA) are finite, the sequence &(A ), &(A), . . . ultimately stabilizes. 
A uniform bound for this stabilization (i.e., independent of A) is now given. 
Lemma 5.6. Let I = ( #(U))‘. Tkrz K,(A) = K/+i(A) fur each A in I/ - Vand euclt 
i 3 0. 
Proof. Let Al,..., A,,, be an enumeration of the elements in U - V. It is clear 
ihat for each j 2 0 and A in U - V, Ki+ ,(A) is defined entirely by the sequence 
K, -=IK,fA&. . .) K,(A,,, 1). Moreover, if K, = K, + I then Ki = K, + , for oath i HI. 
Since K,(A)sKk’,+ I(A) for each i 2 0 and A in I/ - V, the sequence &, K,, . . . 
is monotonically nonincreasing under the ordering by coordinatewise sei. inclusion. 
Now Kc, = ( v, . . . , VI and each strictly decreasing sequence starting from Kc1 has 
at most [#WY* #(U-V))+lS 
( #WH2. El 
iIn view of the preceding lemma we: have the following. 
# ( I/))2 elements. Thus K, = Kj+ I for some j s 
Definition. For each A in U - CT, the kernrl of A, 
I = (#M,m’. 
Since each IQ’{, 1 (A ) and X, + ,(A ) is effectively cal 
‘I’hc next Icmma shows that the kcrncl of ,4 is 
of A. 
denoted K (A ), is &(A ), where 
culah\:, so is each kernel. 
alwavs a potential determinant 
Proof. 13~ lxrnma 5.6, part (b) follows from ca). Thus consider part (a). From the 
definition of potential determinant it is readily seen that K,,(A) = V is a potential 
dctcrminant of A, for each A in U - 1,‘. Continuing by induction assume that K,(B ) 
is 3 pcjtcntic4, ,JI determinant of R, for each B in U -- 1’. Let A bc in U -- 1’ and 
consider an element Y = (X, i’)* r\ 1,’ of ;K; , ,rA ), where X g C’ and X2 +A is in 
/‘” for Z = {H j K, (R ) ~7 X}. C’learly. 1” is in (6 (r, ) and ,Y 5 (X, !3* n CJ’ = Y. Then 
K !IJ! c .%- 5 1 for each 13 in %. Now potential determinants are closed under 
sup-set (in W’, )I and, by induction, Ki(R) is a potential dctermmant of B for 
each R in 2. Therefore I/’ is a potential deteminant of B for each B in Z. Since 
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X2 +A is in f *, YZ +A is iti r*. By Lemma 5.5(b), Y is therefore a potential 
determinant of A. By Lemma 5.5(a), K,+l(A) =miTi+l(A) is thus a potential 
determinant of A. Hence the induction is extended. fl 
The next lemma, the last before our first characterization of projection, suggests 
that the kernels K(A ) are small enough as potential determinants to capture all 
the dependency information lost by projecting instances onto V. In particular, it 
relates the kernels to the equivalence relations -A defined on the tuples of instances 
(V, I). 
Lemma 5.8. Let ( V, I) he ml instance in SAT( V, IJ ). Then for each A irz U - V 
md &dt pair 14, L’ in 1, 14 -A t’ implies K (A ) c Ag(rr, t‘ i. 
Proof. We first show that 
for each A in U - V and each pair 14, c in I, 
II -,I,, c implies K,(A ) 2 A&r, L’ ). (8) 
Suppose i = 0. If II -A,() c, then 14 = c, and &(A j = V c Agiu, 14 I= V. Thus (8) 
holds for i = 0. Continuing by induction, suppose (8) holds for i 30. Assume 
II -A,r + I_t’. Suppose II -A., M’ and li’ -,A.( 0 for some H* in I. By indt ction, K,(A) c 
Ag( 11, 11’ )‘and K,(A) E Ag(n*, c ). Then 
AT, + l I A ) c K, (A ) cr Ag(~r, 1%’ ) n Ag( IV, z; ) c Agt u, c L t 
Suppose rAg(lr. r.)u{Bjz~ -H,,~})-*A is in I? Let X = A~(u, U) and 2 = 
{B jK,(BK X}. By induction, K,(B)c Ag(zr. L‘) =X for each B satisfying II -13.i L‘. 
Since (X u (B 1 II y3,, c}) + A is in r*:, so is XZ --, A. Since X = (X, f 1 I* and X c V, 
X = (X, I‘)* r7 V. Thus X is in Yf, + ](A ), so that K, + &A i z X. Hence the induction 
is extended, and (8) holds. 
As already noted, there is an integer ~‘1 such that -R = -H,,,t +, for all i 2 0 and 
BinU-C’.LetI=(#(UI)‘.ThenforeachBinU-VandjbO,K(B)=KI(B)= 
K,, ,(R ) by definition and Lemma 5.6. Let A be in U -. V and suppose LI -/I c. 
Then 14 -,)a + 1 I‘. By (X,, k’(A)=K,,,+,(A)c-Ag(rr, z.9. Cl 
We are now ready to establish our first characterization of when a projection of 
an fd-family is an fd-family. As suggested prior to the definition of potential 
determinants. in order for &(SAT(T)) to be an fd-family, Ag(lr, v) -+ C must be 
in I-) if (’ ik in V, 14 and P are in some instance I of SAT(f )), and (Ag(u, c )U 
it3 j0 -fj L’)) + C‘ is in f *. In turn, Lemma 5.8 suggests that I7,.4SAT(‘T)l will be 
an fd-family if Agill, L’ ) +C isin r) whenever (Ag(lr, P)u{B~K(B)G Ag(lJ. P)))--C 
is in I“. Theorem 5.9 betow asserts that this condition is indeed sufficient und also 
necessary. To facilitate the statement of the theorem, we extend the notion of 
kernels to include V. 
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Notation. For each B in V, the kernel of B, denoted K(B), is the set (B) 
Theorem 5.9. Let SAT( U, r) be a domain infinite fd-funtify. Then f?, (SA T( U, f )) 
is an fd-family if and only if 
IJ K(B)+AIAin VandX+Aisinr* 
BinX 
proof. Consider the necessity. Thus suppose &(SAT(U, r)‘j is an fd-family. By 
Proposition 5.1, & (SAT( U, f )) = SAT( V, f-‘,), where rl= I&Jr*). Assume that 
the specified set of functional dependencies is not a subset of fl. We shall show 
that I7, (SAT( U, r)) # SAT( V, I’,), thereby effecting a contradiction. 
Hy assumption, there exists an X -4 inI‘*suchthatA isin V andURIIISKG3)+ 
A is not in I‘, = 1.7, Clearly X - I’ f 0. (Otherwise, X E V. Then XA c V, so X --, A 
isin I’,. Since K tZ31 ={B)for each R in V,U,jirl.v K (B ) -+ A is in 1‘, , a contradiction. ) 
Let Y = I& inx K(B ). We now construct an instance in SAT( V, rl) - 
Ilr4SAT( U, I‘)). Let 14 and u be tuples in Tup( V) such that Ag(lc, p) = (Y, rl)*. 
Since Y +A is not in rl, A is not in Ag(u, u). Since Ag(u, tl) = (Ag(u, L’), &)* and 
thus is in WIT1 ), i V, {u, u}) is in SAT( V, r,) by Lemma 2.1. Letting A 1, . . . , A,,, 
he an enumeration of X - V, it is clear that K(A,) E Y for each j, lsj d III. By 
Lemma 5.7, K(A,) is a potential determinant of A, for each j. Then, by induction, 
there exist instances ( V, II), . . . , ( V, I,,, ) in SAT( V, f, ) with the following properties: 
iaf (II, c}c II, 
i h) 1, 1 E I, for each j, 1 c: j c rpz, and 
(cl for each j (1 sj s ~1) and each extension (U, J) of ( C’. I,), u*’ (Ai) = u’(A, 1. 
Thus II ‘(A,) = &A,) for eaeh extension (U, J) of ( 1’. I,,,) and each j, 1 q’ s m. We 
shall prove that ( b’, I,,, ) is in SAT( V, f-,) - f7&AT(U, r1). 
By construction, ( V, I,,, ) is in SAT( V, & ). Suppose ( V, f,,, ) has an extension, say 
I U, .I 1. From (cl and the fact that (X A \t’) c Y E Ag(lc, v), it follows that uJ[X] = 
c’[X]. Since A’ -+ A is in I’*, u(A) = u”(A) = C’(A) = u(A), But A is not in Ag(lc, r) 
by definition, so II (A) f c(A). This is a contradiction. Therefore, ( V, I,,,) has no 
extension, i.e.. ( I,‘, I,,,) is not in If,,(SAT(U, IN This completes the argument for 
the ncoessity. 
Now consider- the .SU~~C?CVICJ*. Thus assume that i i contains the specified set of 
dcpendencics. By Proposition 5.1 it is enough to prove that SAT( 1’. rl ) c 
II@ATMI, I’)). Hence, let I be in SAT( I,‘, 1‘, 1. Suppose II, 19 in 1 and A in V arc 
such that ~4g(rr. 17 I u {B 1 I( -H r}) -+A is in I’*. Let X = Ag(r4, z.d u(f3 ] 14 -Q c). 
Then i_J fsIrl Y KU? I-+ A is in 1’, by hypothesis. By Lemma 5.8, K(B ) cr Ag(rt, c ) for 
each I3 satisfying II -lj I’. Thus IJlll,l.u~(~) = Ag(ll, VI. Hence Ag(rr, vj-r.4 is in 
1’1. Since 1 is in SA’U 1’, fTl 1, u(A) = c(A ). By Lemma 5.4, I is therefore in 
4(SATU I‘)). Thus SAT(C’, T,)zU,,(SAT(U, I“,). c1 
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Corollary 5.9.1. It is decidable whether or not &(SAT( U, r)) is an fd-family. 
it is easily verified that if (V, r)* = V, then &(SAT(U, r)) is an fd-family. (For 
let I be an instance of SAT( V, fl). Extend I to an instance I’ over U such that 
u(A) # tr (A) for each A in U - V and u f v in I’. Clearly I’ exists and is in 
SAT(U, r).) The following result gives another sufficiency condition involving the 
closure operation (Y, r)*. Intuitively, the condition is that U - V have no real 
impact on subsets of V under the dependencies of E 
Corollary 5.9.2. Suppose that (X, r)* n V = (X u (U - V), r)* n V for each subset 
X of V. Then &(SAT( U, r)) is an fd-family. 
Proof. Let X -+A be an arbitrary element of r*, where A is in V. Obviously, 
(Xn V)cXc((Xn V)(U- V)), so 
((X n V, f )* n V) c ((X, r)* n V) c (((X n VW - VI, I-7” q V). 
By hypothesis, (X n V, f )* n V = ((X n V)(U - V), r)* n V. Therefore (X n 
V, r)* n V = (X, r)* n V. This and the fact that X +A is in r* imply that (X n 
V)+A is in P. Let Y =U BinXK(B). Since (X n V) c Y, Y +A is in r*. Since 
K(B)cVforeachBinX, Y+A isinfr.Hence 
I U K(B)+AIA isin VandX+A isinr* c&. BinX 1 
By Theorem 5.9, &(SAT( U, f )) is therefore an G-family. 13 
We now give a sufficiency condition which does not explicitly refer to the kernels, 
and is thus easier to apply. 
Corollary 5.9.3. For each A in U - V let L(A) be Q subset of V, and for each A in 
V let L (A ) = {A ). Suppose 
(a) L (A ) c Y for each A in U - V and Y in 5% (rl ) with the property that YT + A 
is in r”, where T = (B 1 L(B) E Y), and 
(b) (U,~;,,,~L(B)-+A IA in V and .X -+ A irz r*) c I T1. 
T&err &(SAT(T)) is an fd-family. 
Proof. We first show (using only (a:,) that 
L(AEK(A) foreachA in U-V. (9) 
To see this, it is enough to verify that L(A) cKi(A) for each A in U - V and i 20. 
For each such A, &(A) = V so that L(A) c&(A). Continuing by induction on i, 
suppose L(A) z&(A) for each A in U - V. Let A be in U - V and Y in Yd+,(A). 
Then Y = (X, I’) * n V for some X c V such that X2 +A is in r*, where 2 = 
(B )K,(B) 5X). Now X E Y and Y is in %Z(rT). For each B in 2, L(B) C&(B) z 
,Y c Y hy induction. Then 2 c T = {B ! L(B) c Y}. Since X E Y and X2 -+ A h in 
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L’“, YT+A is in r*. By (a), L(A) c Y. Since Y is an arbitrary element of 2ifi+l(A)q 
1,(,4 ) c nXjt 1 (A ) = Ki + I(A ). Thus the induction is extended and (9) holds. 
Now suppose that X + A is in f *, where A is in V. By (9), L(B)5 K(B) for 
each B in U - V. Since L(B) = {B} = K(B) for each B in V, it follows that L(B) E 
K(B) for each B in U. Hence UBinXt(B)CUBinXIFT(B). By (b), UBi~~_~L(B)+A 
isin rl.Thus IJninxK(B)+A isinf: = I’l. By Theorem 5.9, &(SAT(f )) is an 
fd-family. El 
Using the previous corollary we now prove that each projection of an fd-family 
onto at most two attributes is an fd-family. 
Proof. If # ( v’) = 0, the result is trivially true. Suppose # ( V) = 2, say V = {A 1, AZ}. 
ForeachattributeBinU-V,l~t”L(B)=C3*nVforBinQI*,L(B)=ATnA~nV 
for B in (&%A?)--@*, L(B)=ATn V for B in AT-AZ, L(B)=Azr\ V for B 
in A* 7 -AT, and f.(B)= V for R in c/ - (ATA;). We shall show that conditions 
‘a) and (h) of Corollary 5.93 hold. (Actually, L(B) = K(B) for each B in c/ - V. 
but that is of no concern to us here.) 
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Now consider condition (b)‘of Corollary 5.9.3. Thus suppose X +Ai is in r* for 
some i in {1,2). By symmetry, we may assume i = 1. We shall show that 
U sinxL(B)-*Al is in rl. Let Y=UBinX t(s). If Al is in Y, then Y+Al is 
trivially in rl. Suppose A 1 is not in Y. Since Y c V, two cases arise. 
Case I. Y = {AZ}. Let B be in X - V. Then A 1 is not in L(B) c Y = {AZ). Hence 
L(B) is neither AT n V nor V. Thus B is in either 8*, (AT nAT)--0" or AT -AT. 
In each case, B is in AZ. Therefore AZ+ B is in I’*. Since B is an arbitrary element 
of X- V, AZ-)(X- V) is in r*. Since X=X-V or X=(X- V)u{A2}, AL-+X 
is in r*. By assumption, X -*A 1 is in r*. Thus A2 +A 1 is in r*, and thereiore in 
rI, i.e., Y *A 1 is in rl as desired. 
Case II. Y = 8. Let B be in X. Since Y = 8, L(B) = 8. Thus B is in X - V. 
Furthermore, L(B j is neither A;k n V nor A,* n V:' nor V. Hence, L(B) =9)* n V 
orA~nA~nV,arldBisinArnA~.Therefore,Xc(A~nA~)c_A~,s~A~-,X 
is in f *. Since ,Y + A 1 is in ir* thy assumption), AZ + A I is in r*. Obviously, 
AI+A, isinr*,soAl isinA~nA~nV.‘I’hereforeA’~nA$nVfkI Let c be 
in X. Since LO =(I, L(C) is ~OC -4: nAf n V. Thus UC) = 63% V =d and C 
is in 0”. Then X E fl*, so 0+X is in r*. Hence 0 -+A 1 is in r*, an61 thus in r: as 
desired. 
In all cases, therefore, UBinX L(B 1 +A 1 is in r?. Consequently condition 5.9.3(b) 
holds. By Corollary 5.9.3 it follows that &(SAT(T)) is an fd-family tf V has two 
elemerr ts. . 
We &low turn to the case wheE # ( V) = 1, say V = {A}. If U = V, then the result 
is trivial. Thus suppose U - V # 0. Let B be some element in U- V. Then 
n,(SAT( U, r)) = I&&&(SAT( U, r)). By the part of the corollary just established, 
DAR(SAT(U, r)) is zn fd-family. It therefore suffices to show that each projection 
of a two-attribute fd-family onto one attribuTe is an fd-family. 
To this end, let U = {A, B} and consider &(SAT(U, r)). If 0dA is in r*, then 
clearly H,(SAT( U, r)) = SAT({A}, (6 A}) and is thus an fd-family. Suppose 8+ A 
is not in r*. We shall show that &(SAT(U, r)) = SAT({A}, 8). Let I= {(a,)lq in 
Q} be an instance in SAT{(A), 4)). It suffices to show that I can be extended to an 
instance in SAT( U, r). Suppose 0+ B is in r*. Since 0+ A is not in r*, B +A is 
not in r*. Let b be some fixed element in B and J ={(a,,b)lq in 0). Then J is 
an extension of I. Suppose 0-+ B is not in r*. Let J = {(a,,, 6,) 14 in Q}, where the 
b,, are distinct elements in DR. Then J is an extension of I. Cl 
In general, Corollary 59.4 cannot be strengthened to allow #(V) = 3. For 
example, let 
U=(A,B,C,D}, V={A,B,C} and r={A+D,B+D,CD+A}. 
It is left to the reader to show that &(SAT( U, r)) is not an fd-family. 
That the cardinalities of the attribute domains do play a role in the projection 
results can be seen by two examples. First, suppose that U = {A, B}, V = {A} and 
r = {B + A}. If DA and Ds are infinite, then &(SAT(T)) = SAT(,4,8) is an fd*-family 
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by Corollary 5.9.4. On the other hand, if # (DA) > 2 and # (&) = 2, then, as is 
easily seen, &&AT(T)) is not an fd-family. Next, let 
U = {A, B, C, D, E}, V={A,B,C,D} 
and 
If all attribute domains are infinite, then it can be shown that &(SAT(f )) is not 
an fd-family. On the other hand, if #(DC) = #(Do) = 2, then it can be shown that 
II&AT(T)) is an fd-family regardless of the cardinalities of the other attribute 
domains. 
We now turn to our second characterization of when a projection of an fd-family 
is an fd-family. This characterization is entirely in terms of instances. In particular, 
it specifies an integer s with the property that n,(SAT(U, I’)) is an fd-family if 
and only if all instances of SAT( V, rl) with at most s tuples are in n,(SAT( U, r)). 
‘I’hmrrem 5.10. Let SAT( U, r) be a domain infinite fd-family and s = (4~ ‘f” ‘, 
where p = ;4( U). The11 HI, (SAT( U, II is an fd-family if and only i,f 
{(Klein SAT(VJ’,)/ #(l)as}zIIV(SAT(U,I’)). 
The proof of Theorem 5.10 is based on a consideration of 
instances arising in the development of Theorem 5.9. Since the 
forward, although lengthy, the proof is given in Appendix A. 
6. Join and union 
the cardinalities of 
details are straight- 
In the previous section we studied the behavior of fd- (BCNF-) families under 
projection. An operation often studied in conjunction with projection is join 
[ i, 8, 12. 2 1, 261. The operation of union has also been studied, although primarily 
in connection with ‘relational expressions’ [1 2 15,23,27]. In [20] characterizations 
for when the join and the union of fd-families ar*; agaiq fd-families are given. In 
the present section we develop BCNF analogues of thos’e results. 
We first consider the behavior of fd- (I3 ZNF-) families under join. 
Definition. The joirt of instances ([II, I, 1 and ( U2, I$ is the instance (L’I &, 11 W I,) 
where 
The foliowing result, appearing in [2(1], charac?erizes when the join of two 
fd-fsmilies is an fd-family. (A related result occurs in [Zh].) 
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Theorem 6.1. Let [WI, IJ) and (Uz, I’2) be fd-schemas. Then the following state- 
ments are equivalent: 
(i) SAT( U1, Ij) WI SAT( c/z, rz) is an fd-family. 
(ii) (U, n &)+ U1 is in (IJ u&)* or (VI n U2)+ U2 is in (Z-1 u&)*. 
(iii) ( U1 n UZ) + U 1 isinr:or (UlnU+Uzisinrz*. 
(iv) SAT( U1, f 1) w SAT( U2, I-‘$ = SAT(U1 U2, G u rd. 
Speaking intuitively, when the join of two fd-families is not an fd-family, it is 
usually because of nonrlosure under subinstance. (For example, let 92 = 
$(A& 0, w 9(f?C, (3,. Tb, ((a, b, c I, (a, b’, c 1, (a, b, c’), (a, b’, c’)} is in !4’, hut 
{(a, 6, c A (a ‘, 6, ~‘1) is i. Since 59 is not closed under subinstance, 9 is not an 
fd-family by Lemma 3.. . , 
We now establish two characterizations for when the join of two BCNF-families 
is a BCNF-family. 
Theorem 6.2. Let ( U1, rl) and (Uz, l-3 be BCNF-schemas, with U, - U2 f 0 arid 
Uz - U1 # 8. Then the followirqg statements arc’ equivcferrt : 
(i) SAT&) w SAT(T2) is a BCNF-family. 
(ii) (L!, n U2) + U1 U2 is in (f, u&)*, i.e., both (U, n Uz) + U1 al; d (U, n U2) -+ 
U, arc in (r, u &I*. 
(iii) (U1 n II,) -+ U1 is irt f T and (U1 n U2) + U2 is in r,*. 
1~ each case, SAT(TI ) w SAT(&) = SAT( U1 U2, r, u I-‘,). 
Proof. (i) 3 (ii). Suppose (i) holds, i.e., SAT(T,) NI SAT(&) is a BCNF-family. 
Since SAT(TI ! w SAT(&) is perforce an fd-family, it follows from Theorem 6.1 
that SAT(Tr ) w SAT(&) = SAT( UI &, rl u I-‘,). By the corollary to Proposition 
1 A, (U, Uz, rl u&j is a BCNF-schema. By Theorem 6.1 again, either (U1 n U2) ++ 
U1 is in r: E (& u&)* or (U1 n Uz)+ Uz is in rf c (r, u&)*. Now (U&, 
rl uT2) is a BCNF-schema and, by hypothesis, ( U1 n U2) s U, and (U1 n Uz) 4 &. 
Thus (L& n U2, T, u&)* = U, U2, so (U1 n Uz)-* U1U2 is in (fl u&)*. Hence (ii) 
holds. 
(ii) 3 (iii). Suppose (ii) holds, i.e., ( LII n Uz) + Ui U2 is in (rl 1.~ &)*. By sym- 
metry, to demonstrate (iii) it suffices to show that (U1 n U2)+ C5 is in r:. Thus 
suppose (U1 n Uz) --* U, is not in r’f. Therefore, X = ( U1 n Uz, lJ)* 5 UI. By 
Proposition 1.3, for each functional dependency Y -4 in &, if Y 2 X, then 2 E X. 
Observe that 
(For let Y -+Z be in I’, ul’?, with Y cXUr. Suppose Y -+Z is in 1’,. Then Y c C/I, 
hence Y~(UInXU2)=((‘/1nX)(UpU2)=X(U1nUZ)=X, so ZEXGXU~. 
Suppose Y -+ 2 is in r2. Then 2 c Uz cXU2. By Proposition 1.3, ( 10) holds.) Since 
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Therefore ( U1 n Uz) + U1 Uz is not in (ri u &)*, a contradiction. 
(iii) 3 (i). Finally, suppose (iii) holds. By Theorem 6.1, SAT(IJ) w SAT(&) is 
an fd-family and equals SAT( Ui U2, ri u fz). To establish (i) it suffices to show 
that ( U1 Uz, f 1 d2j is a BCNF-schema. Thus let 2 E Ur Uz be such that (2, ri LJ 
&)* # 2. By Proposition 1.3, there exists a dependency VI + V2 in r, u& such 
that VI c 2 and V2 g 2. Since VI -+ V2 is in rl u fz, VI + Vz is in either f 1 or fz. 
By symmetry we may assume the former. Thus VI Vz E UI. Since C’~EZ and 
V2 g 2, C’, g VI. Hence ( V,, r, )* f V,. Since ( U1, rl) is a BCNF-schema, 
! v*, l-1)” = UI. This and the fact that ( lJ1 n U,) + Uz is in f f imply that (VI, rl u 
s,,* = U1 Uz. Since VI E Z, (2, f 1 u f:!)* = U&. Therefore (Vi Uz, f 1 u&) is a 
RCNF-schema. fl 
In comparing properties (i), (ii) and (iii) of Theorems 6,; and 6.2, we note a 
strong analogy. Specifically, the ‘or’s in (ii) and (iii) of Theorem 6.1 are replaced 
by ‘and’s in (ii) and (iii) of Theorem 6.2. On the other hand, the theorems differ 
in the respect that the condition SAT(f 1) w SAT(&) = SAT( U1 U2, S1 u &) in 
Theorem 6.1 is equivalent to the other conditions bum that in Theorem 6.2 it is 
not. To see this let U, = (A, B}, fl = {B + A} and I ‘I = (B, C}. Then SAT(U, ri) 
and SAT(&, 8) are BCNF-families, but SAT(&, r,)wSAT(U,, r,, = 
SAT{ LJ1 U2, 1-I) is an fd-family which is not BCNF. 
We now turn to union. For these results we shall only consider domain infinite 
fd-families. The following results appear in [20]. 
Lemma 6.3. For all domain infinite fd-schwas (U, f, ) ami (U, K), $(SAT(IJ ) u 
UT(&)) = SAT(f r n L’f ). 
Theorem 6.4. Let ( U1, f 1) mrd (I/,, f2j he dornairr ittjirtite fd-sclrernas. Then 
SAT(f 1) u SAT(&) is cm fd-family if and ortly if SAT(f 1) c SAT(f:) or SAT(f:) c 
SAT(TI ). 
An example is given in [2(1] which shows that Theorem 6.4 is no longer true if 
the infinite domain hypothesis is removed. 
The key point in the proof of Theorem 6.4 involves constructing an instance in 
SAT(I’T n f F ) which simultaneously witnesses the failure of some dependency in 
[‘f _.r’z and some dependency in f T - f 7. Such an instance is not in SAT(TI) u 
SAT&). Intuitively, pda can be used to add tuples to an instance so that the result 
witnesses the failure of specific functional dependencies. This suggests that the 
union SAT(f 1) u SAT(&) is typically not closed under pda. 
In order to establish the analogue of Theorem 6.4 for BCNF-families, we need 
an auxiliary result, 
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Lemma 6.5. L_ef ( U, f ,) and (U, &) be domnitz ittfinite BCNF-schemns. Theta 
9( SAT( T, ) v SAT( r2 1) is a BCNF-fatnilv. 
Proof. By Lemma 6.3, S(SAT(I’,)USAT(/‘~))=SAT(~~ nI’2). Let r= 
r? nrz. Clearly r = I’*. To see that (U, r) is a BCNF-schema, let X be a subset 
of U such that (X, r)* # X. Hence there exists an element A in U -X with X -+ A 
in r = r*. Let i be in { 1,2}. Then X --) A is in r:, so (X, ri)* # X. Since (U, ri) is 
a BCNF-schema, (X, rij* = U. Thus X + U is in r:. Hence X + U is in r, and 
(x, r)* = u. 0 
We now present several conditions which characterize when the union of BCNF- 
families is a BCNF-family. 
Theorem 6.6. Let (U, rl) and (U, r2) be domain infinite BCNF-schema. Then the 
following statements are equivalent: 
(i) SAT(TI) u SAT(&) is a BcN.-family. 
(ii) SAT( rl) u SAT(&) is an fd-jamizy. 
(iii) SAT(TJ u SAT(&) = SAT(Tr n r: ). 
(iv) SAT(T*) E SAT(&) or SAT(T,i c SAT(T*). 
Proof. The equivalence of (ii 1, (iii) and (iv) immediately follows from Lmmla 6.3 
and Theorem 6.4. Clearly Ci) implies 1 ii 1. To complete the proof it suffices to 
show that (ii) implies (i). Thus suppose SAT(&) u SAT(&) is an fd-family. Hence 
SAT(TI) uSAT = $(SAT(IJ) USAT( and by Lemma 6.5, is BCNS;. q 
Appendix A 
This appendix is devoted to a proof of Theorem 5.10. The argument is based 
on a reexamination of the proof of Theorem 5.3. We shall use the notation of 
Section 5 throughout. (In particular, we assume the fd-family SAT{ U, r) is domain 
infinite.) Since the ‘only if’ is trivial, we consider the ‘if’ here. 
Recall that the key to the establishment of the necessity of Theorem 5.9 was the 
creation of an instance in SAT(f&-&(SAT(T)) if 
The proof in the present appendix consists in showing t!lat an upper bound on the 
size of the smallest of such instances can be determiner‘ Since our primary interest 
here is the existence of such a bound, our estimates ieading to that bound will 
often be crude. 
We begin our discussion by analyzing how many tuples must be added to instances 
to satisfy the definition of potential determinant. To this end we introduce the 
following. 
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Notation. Let X E V be a potential determinant of A in c/ - V, and suppose there 
is some integer I with the following property: 
Then let I(X, A) denote the least integer I wfth property (A.1). 
If (V, I) is an instance in SAT(V, rl) containing tuples u, v such 
that X c Ag(u, u), then there is an instance (V, I’) in SAT( V, r,) (A.1) 
such that I E I’, # (1’) < # (I) + f, and each extension (U, J) of 
I’ satisfies uJ(A) = &A). 
Note that if Z(X, A) exists, Y is a potential determinant of A, and X E Y, then 
l(. Y, A) exists and is at most I(X, A). 
By Lemma 5.7, K(A) is a potential determinant for each A in U - V. We shall 
show (Lemma A.2) that Z(K(A), A) exists. First though, we present a technical 
lemma establishing upper bounds on the numbers f(X, A) in certain cases. 
Notation. Let p = #(U)andv=#(V). 
Lemma A.1. (a) Let A be in U - V, n 2 1 and 1 nonnegative integers, and Xi 
(1 d i WZ) such that l(Xi, A) exists and is at most 1. Then for X =ny=, Xi, 1(X, A) 
exists and is at most max(+ 2, 41~ ‘2. 
(b) Let A be in U - V, 1 a nonnegative integer, X in ‘%(f 1), Z c U - V, XZ + A 
in r*, and I (X, B) defined and at most 1 for each B in Z. Then 1(X, A) exists and 
is at most lp. 
Proof. Consider part (a). By Lemm;l 5.5, X is a potential determinant of A. Now 
suppose (V, I) is an instance in SAT( V, &) containing tuples IC and u such that 
X c_ Ag(u, v ). If tz = 1, then X = [yl and, by assumption, 1(X, A 1 exists and is at 
most I s 4Zp’. Assume IZ > 1. Sink Xi E V for each i (1 s i s n), there obviously 
is some subsequence il ,, . . . , ik such that k s u and X = n;_l Xi,. Without loss of 
generality, we may thus assume that n s u < p. 
For each k, 1 s k d II, let 
if each element of this set is defined, and let I(k) be undefined otherwise. Clearly, 
ic 1) exists and is at most 1. Using induction, we shall exhibit a bound on the I(k), 
k ~2. For the basis of the kduction, we compute l(2) and l(3). 
We first show that f(2) is defined and at most 3 + 31. To see this, select i and j 
( t s i <j s n), and let ( V, I) be an instance in SAT(rl) containing tuples u, v such 
t$at (X, nX,)c A g 14, u). Using the technique described in the proof of part (a) of I 
Lemma 5.5, let ul, 112 and ~3 be new tuples such that Ag(ic, 11~) =Xi, Ag(ul, ~(2) =Xj, 
Agiuz, 113) =Xi, Ag(u3, O) =X1 and 10 = 2 u {M~,LI~, 143) isin SAT(T,). Since /(Xi, A? 
ztnd I(X,. ,LZ I arc: ‘both defined and at most I, for each t ( 1 s t s 4) there is an instance 
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I, of SAT(IJ) such that, letting u. = u and ~~~ = v, (i) lo E II E . . l c 14, (ii) u;‘-L (A) = 
u:(A) for each extension (U, J) of I,, and (iii) # (&) - # (I& < 1. Since t./(A) = 
u;(A) = u:(A) = v’(A) for each extension (L/J) of 14, and since #(14) G 
# (I) + 3 +4& it follows that l(2) is defined and at most 3 + 41. 
Before bounding l(3), we show that for each k > 2, if’* I( [(&)I ) and I( #)J ) 
are defined, then Z(k) is defined and is at most 3 + 21( [($k)l) + 21( [&)J).To see 
this, let I( [($)l) and I( [($k)J) be defined, let i G il< l . l < ik 6 n, and let (V, I) 
be in SAT(rr) and contain tuples u, v such that n;=l XP c Ag(u, v). Note that 
r($k)l + l(ik)J = k. Letting q = [($k)], we have k -q - [($k)j and ((n;=, XiP)n 
u-T p=q+l Xi,)) ~Ag(u, v). Arguing as above, let ~1, u2 and u3 be chosen so that 
Ag(U, ur)=n;=r XP, A&r, u+f$=q+r X,,, Ag(uz, ~3) = n;= 1 Xi,,, &h, V) = 
n X- and lo = I u (uI, ~2, u3} is in SAT(rr). Continuing as above, since 
I( ;“,& z&d I( [(&)J) are defined (by assumption), for each t (1 s f =G 4) there is * 
an instance & of SAT(r,) such that, letting uO = u and u4 = v, (i) lo ~1, G . . n c I*, 
(ii) u:.-, (A) = u:(A) for each extension (U, J) of II, (iii) # [II) - # (10) G I( [($k)] )
and NJ)- #(Iz>W[&)l), and (iv) # (12) - # (II) s I( [(&>J ) and # (14) - # 
(13) G I( I($ >I ). It follows that # (14) G # (I) + 3 + 21( [($k)j ) + 21( l(&>l ). Thus I(k) 
is defined and is at most 3 + 21( [($k)l ) + 21( [($k>] ) as desired. 
By the above, f(3)~ 3 +21(2)+21(1)~9+81. Also, by induction l(k): exists for 
each k >2. 
We now argue that for each k 3 2, 
Z(k)<max{4(k’- 1),4(k’- 1)f). (A.2) 
Obviously, (A.2) is true for k = 2 anb k = 3. Continuing by induction, suppose 
k > 3. Assume that I2 1. Suppose k is even. Then 
I(kr~3+41(~kr~3+4(4(:k1-l)I) (byinduction) =3+4k’l-161 
s4(k’- I,,, 
whence (A.2). Suppose k is odd. Then [(:k)l = $(k + l), [(fk)] = $(k - 1) and 
whence (A.2). Similar arguments also hold when I = 0. 
Since f(X, A) = I(n) and n s cc, (a) now follows from Z( 1) G 2 and (A.2). 
Now consider part (b). Let ( V, I) bz in SAT( V, r,) and contain tuples u, v with 
X c: Ag(u, v). Using the proof of part (b) of Lemma 5.5, inductively add Z(X, B) s I 
tuples to P for each B in 2 so that uJ(B) = vJ(B) in each extension (UJ) of the 
resulting instance. It readily follows that 2(X, A) is defined and is at most ( # (Z))Z s 
l/A. cl 
We are now able to demonstrate the following lemma. 
I2 For each real number s, /‘xl denotes the least integer ax, and [xJ denotes the greatest irrieqer s-x. 
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Lemma A.2. For each A in U - V, 1 (K(A), A) exists and is at most (4p3)“‘. 
.Proof. For each i 20 let li = max{l(Ki(A), A)IA in U- V} if each f(Ki(A), A) 
exists. We first show that 
each li exists and is at most (4~~)‘. (A.3) 
By Lemma 5.7, &(A) = V is a potential determinant of A for each A. It is 
readily seen that each I( V, A) = 0. Hence lo exists and is 0. Clearly fo < (4~ ‘)‘. 
Continuing by induction, suppose that Ii is defined and is at most (4~~)‘. Suppose 
that A is in U - V and Y is in Xi+l(A). Then there exists a set X c V such that 
Y =(X,f)*nVandXZ+Aisin~*forZ={B~Ki(B)~X}.SinceX~ Y, kZ+A 
is in I? By induction, I(Ki(B), B) exists and is at most li for each B in 2. Now 
potential determinants are closed under superset (in %(ZJ)) and Ki(B) is a potential 
determinant of EJ for each B in 2. Thus Y is a potential determinant of B for 
each B in 2. By the comment after the notation for f(X, A), !( Y, B) exists and is 
at most f(K,(B ), B) s Zi for each B in 2. By part {b) of Lemma A. 1, I( Y, A) exists 
and is at most !ip- Since Ki+l(A) =nl~i~x,,,~(A) Y, it follows from part (a) of Lemma 
A. 1 that I(Ki+ I(A ), A) exists and is at most 
Hence the induction is extended and (A.3) is verified. 
Now let II = &2 Since # (U 1’ Z-G II, K (A ) = K,,(A 1 for each d4 in [f -- \.,‘, ty 
Lemma 5.6. Thus I(K(A), A) exists and equals /(K,,(A), A) s (4~‘)~’ for each 
AinU-V. 3 
, Using the preceding lemma, we now establish Theorem 5.10. 
Proof of Theorem 5.10. The ‘only if’-part is trivial from Proposition 5.1. Thus 
consider the ‘if’-part. Assume that 
Suppose that IZv (SAT( U, f’)) is not an fd-family. By Theorem S 2, IJH in-x K (B I+ A 
is not in rl for some A in V and some dependency S + A in f *. Let Y’ = 
U Il,n,x K(R). Then A is ilot in (Y, Z’,)*. Also, X is not a subset of V. (Otherwise, 
I’ = X. so that X -+ A is in I’f, a contradiction.) Let I = (Id, v), where II and t‘ are 
tupks in Tup( V) such that Ag(rr. L‘) = (Y, r,)*. Since all attribute domains are 
infinite, II and t’ exist. By Lemma 2.1, (V, I) is in SAT( V, r,). 
For each element B in X -- I’, K(B) c_ 1’ 5 Ag@, c 1. Since Agfrr, c’) is in %(1‘, I, 
Ag!u, c ) is a potential determinant of each B in U - V. Let S - C’ = {BI, . . . , B,} 
and 1,) c I. As in part (b) of Lemma 5.5, for each j (1 <j G tlr) instances ( V, Z,) in 
SATc V, f’,) can be constructed such that (i) Ij 1 c I;, and (ii) :fJ(Bj) = t’J(Bj) in each 
extension (I/, J) of Z,. In view of Lemma A.2, the I, can be chosen such that 
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Thus 
#(I,& #(I,,)+ #(X- V)\4~3)‘12~2+~(4~3~W2Q(4y,“)W2+‘. 
To complete the proof it suffices to show that I,,, is not in ZZ&SAT( UJ’)), a 
contradiction. Suppose Zm is in &(SAT( U, r)). Let (U, J) be an extension of Z,,,. 
From the construction of Z,, u’(B) = &I?) for each B in X - V. Since Ag(u, v) = 
(Y, rl)* and K(C) = C for each C in X n V, X n V c Ag(u, v). Hence u”[X] = 
uJ[X]. However, u(A) # v(A) since A is not in (Y, 1’1)* = Ag(u, v). Thus uJ(A) # 
o’(A). Then J does not satisfy X +A. Since X +A is in f *, J is not in SAT(U, r), 
a contradiction. Therefore Z,,, is not ir, ZIv(SAT( U, I’)). q 
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